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ASSESSING THE EUROPEAN CRITERIA IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA: A LITMUS TEST FOR THE EUROPEAN UNION

Bedrudin BRLJAVAC¹

So far many scholarly analyses were released and fierce academic debates pursued in which the European Union member states are criticized for not speaking “with a single voice” with regards to its common and harmonized policies in international politics. Similarly, in this paper I analysed the European Union approach towards Bosnia and Herzegovina in terms of all-embracing Europeanization process of BiH from the perspective of the EU's capabilities to influence domestic policy-making process in the country. Although it is very difficult to find the most appropriate and feasible model in a multi-ethnic and multi-ethnic Bosnia the EU should have more harmonized and clear policy approach towards this country. We came to conclusion that the EU is deeply divided, incoherent, and weak in terms of its Europeanizing policies in BiH thus further deepening political impasse in the country. This also proves that to some extent the EU itself is responsible for long-lasting status quo in the country since it is today having a role of international player from which Bosnian ordinary citizens have quite high expectations. This is in fact seriously undermining the credibility of the EU since it could not so far assert and prove itself as an attractive and powerful actor that is capable of resolving cumbersome ‘Bosnian complex story’.

1 ‘THE BOSNIAN STANDARDS’ FOR THE EU

Although today very often it can be read in newspapers and scholarly papers that Bosnia and Herzegovina is passing from the Dayton era to the Brussels era it is far from truth that the European Union has developed successful and useful policy instruments in the country. A recent statement delivered by Milorad Dodik, the populist leader of the most popular Bosnian Serb party -

¹ Bedrudin Brljavac received his B.A. in Political Science and Public Administration at the Middle East Technical University in Ankara, Turkey. He completed the Master Programme in European Affairs (MEA) at Lund University in Sweden as the scholarship holder of the Swedish Institute. Since September 2011 he is the PhD candidate at the Department of Political Science at the University of Sarajevo.
the Union of Independent Social Democrats (SNSD), in relation to appointment of Peter Sørensen as a new Head of EU Delegation to Bosnia and Herzegovina, that he has set measures and conditions in order to establish good cooperation with the European Union provide indicative picture of unclear and complex relations between Bosnia and Herzegovina (hereinafter, Bosnia or BiH) and the European Union. In fact, Dodik said that Sorensen will have a partner in Republika Srpska only if the solutions for Bosnian problems are not imposed from international community.\textsuperscript{2} Thus, even before the international official came to Bosnia Bosnian politics has prepared some standards and conditions to be respected and considered in his work with local politicians. This is quite a paradoxical situation since it is the EU which is setting the standards to be implemented rather than politicians from the potential candidate and candidate countries. In fact, he and, in other instances, a number of local politicians re-modify the European standards in line with their “Bosnian standards" built in particularistic ideological interests. As a result, such political positions and views the Bosnian politicians hold clearly display, more than anything else, a seriousness of the credibility crisis that the European Union member states are facing in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Put differently, the promise of European Union membership has not be “sufficient instrument" for the Bosnian politicians to make them respect the European values, norms and rules and work on their implementation into domestic policies. Although ruling political elites are from time to time making statements that their objective is the accession into the EU most of them are doing very little to make the country closer to Brussels. Furthermore, most of the ruling Bosnian politicians are still living in the past while the EU-related agenda should encourage them to look towards common and peaceful future. Such political constellations explicitly demonstrate deepness and seriousness in which Bosnian political sphere is confronted with since the very end of the war in Bosnia 1992-1995. Rather than focusing on issues related with the European integration and the well being of the ordinary citizens, politicians in Bosnia emphasize politics which appeal to emotions thus further increasing inter-ethnic polarization and disputes. That is, it is clearest indication of the post-war arrogance and irresponsible political rhetoric of ethno-nationalist political elites. As Kurt Bassuener points out, “the Dayton constitution makes leveraging fear politically profitable and politicians unaccountable. Bosnian politicians pursue their self-aggrandizing, maximalist goals at the expense of the general welfare."\textsuperscript{3} As a result, under the domination of the same nationalist political elites Bosnia has been suffering more than a decade long status quo. There is no doubt that the Bosnian political discourse is completely dominated by ethnocratic political elites in every aspect of political, economic, administrative and social state of affairs.

As a matter of fact, ethno-nationalist parties have been dominating political life in Bosnia from the first democratic elections held in 1990. Such a trend of preferring strictly ethnic parties by BiH electorate has repeated each election with the only exception of the elections from 2000 when Social Democratic Party, (Socijaldemokratska partija, SDP), a multi-national political party, won the elections. Thus, a political competition for votes has been based mainly on extremist rhetoric, so-called politics of outbidding, has continuously taken place in the post-war BiH as nationalistic parties have cemented their early


\textsuperscript{3} Kurt Bassuener, \textit{How to pull out of Bosnia-Herzegovina’s dead-end: A strategy for Success} (Sarajevo: Democratization Policy Council, 2009), 1.
seize of power in successive elections. However, on very important issues ethnic political leaders could not reach necessary compromises for the whole country to continue its reform process toward the EU membership. As Nadaždin-Defterdarević argues: “the dominance of nationalist parties perpetuates a climate of ethnic intolerance and political exclusion. Monopoly position of any political actor directly threatens the core of democracy which best flourish within the environment of political pluralism and mutual dialogue. The monopoly of nationalist parties in decision-making in BiH perfectly confirms that”. In addition, the EC concluded: “In BiH, nationalist rhetoric by key political leaders is challenging the arrangements established by the Dayton/Paris peace agreement and has stalled reforms. Much needed reforms of the police and of the constitutional framework have failed to make progress”. Although domestic political leaders are rightly blamed for slow reform process in the country rarely is the position and responsibility for the deadlock sought among the European Union member states. Since Europeanization process is a two-way street both the EU and aspirant country hold a responsibility for the pace of the process. Thus, the research question on which this paper is concentrated is: why is the European Union, to some extent, responsible for the long-lasting political deadlock in Bosnia and Herzegovina?

2 RELATIONS BETWEEN BIH AND THE EUROPEAN UNION

Since the early independence of BiH in 1992 it has established diplomatic relations with the European Union. However, BiH and the European Union have been in tight economic and political relations only after the war in Bosnia. That is, in the aftermath of the war in Bosnia which ended in December 1995 the European Union has intensified its strategic activities towards the western Balkans region in whole, including Bosnia. The end of the war was the shift in the EU governance towards the western Balkans in general and BiH in particular. That is, the EU proposed one after another the initiatives that were supposed to strengthen the European perspective of BiH. The first such initiative came from France during its EU presidency in December 1996 within the framework of the so-called Royaumont Process. The initiative’s main objective was the stabilization and peace-building in South-East Europe. The Royaumont Process was the first regional strategy towards the WB. Furthermore, the EU developed a regional approach launching a political and economic conditionality for the development of bilateral relations. Better to say, through the PHARE and OBNOVA humanitarian programmes, beginning in 1997, the EU initiated for the first time in the region political and economic conditionality as its economic assistance under the mentioned initiatives was provided on condition that recipients respect human rights, democracy, and the rule of law. This was a clear sign that the EU has changed its approach towards western Balkans region and towards Bosnia from passive and incoherent to more active and united one. That is, the EU member states have understood that without stable and peaceful western Balkans it is impossible to expect stability and

---

5 Personal interview with Mirjana Nadaždin-Defterdarević, Professor of Law, University of Džemal Bijedić, Mostar.
7 Emir Hadžikadunčić, Od Dejtona do Brisela (Sarajevo: ACIPS, 2005), 51.
8 Ana E. Juncos, “The EU’s post-conflict intervention in Bosnia and Herzegovina: (re)integrating the Balkans and/or (re)inventing the EU?”, Southeast European Politics, 6, 2 (2005), 96.
security in the European bloc itself. The intensification of the Kosovo war in 1999, however, showed that existing EU strategy based on the Regional Approach was weak to adequately face the new challenges in the region. In fact, the war in Kosovo made EU leaders to rethink their approach towards the WB.

In this light, in June 1998 the EU-BiH Consultative Task Force was established. Its major area of responsibility was to provide technical and expert advice in the field of judiciary, education, media, administration, and economy. In Susko’s words, this marked BiH official approximation towards the EU membership. Furthermore, the same year in June the EU and BiH officials signed the “Declaration of Special Relations between EU and BiH”. Then in 1999 the EU has initiated Stabilisation and Association Process (SAP) establishing more concrete and tangible political and economic links with the regional countries. The newest Approach was based on the principle of conditionality as the central tool for advancing the EU relations with the Balkans countries while also renewing the set of policies: (1) financial assistance, (2) unilateral trade preferences and (3) enhanced cooperation agreements. Later in June 2000 in the Feira European Council, the member states agreed that all the SAP countries, including Bosnia, are potential candidates for future EU membership. Also, on 8 March 2000 the EU Commissioner Chris Patten announced the Road Map for BiH as the first step in the framework of SAP. The document identified 18 initial steps which had to be implemented and which could lead to a feasibility study for a SAA with the EU. On 24 November 2000 in Zagreb Summit the relations with EU were further strengthened. In exchange for an EU offer of a future membership, the WB countries were ready to implement all necessary measures of the SAA when signed. Furthermore, the Thessalonica Summit of June 2003 was critical event to clarify that the SAA signed with the WB countries was to be the first and the last contractual agreement which will lead the target countries to the EU membership. A new European partnership with Bosnia and Herzegovina was adopted by the Council on 18 February 2008. Following a difficult and slow reform process Bosnian government signed a Stabilisation and Association Agreements (SAA) with the EU in June 2008, which was the first pre-accession tool towards the country’s EU membership. Since then little progress has been done due to harsh ethno-nationalist rhetoric. Also, the EU is not faultless for the long-lasting status quo in Bosnia.

3 The Europeanization process and BiH

Since Bosnia and Herzegovina has been more than a decade passing through deep and thorough European Union-related reform process, in the literature of the European integration better known as Europeanization process, the European Union is expected to develop more clear-cut and coherent strategy toward this EU aspirant country. That is, Domm stresses that “the recommendation here is for the EU, aided by the EEAS, to move...”

---

9 Dževada Šuško, “EU Enlargement and the Case of Bosnia and Herzegovina: A Brief Historical Sketch,” Journal of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences of International University Sarajevo, 2, 1 (2009), 104–105.
towards a more coherent, credible policy towards Bosnia. In fact, Europeanization process is not only about adopting and implementing EU policies, rules, norms and values into the domestic economic, legal and political context it is equally important that the EU has set clear standards, measures and rules which are to be adopted by aspirants on the membership. As Anastasakis and Bechev conclude, “the criteria and benefits of (EU) conditionality must be visible not just to the elites but also to the citizens, in order to sustain momentum for reform along the long and difficult road to accession.” Better to say, Europeanization process as a comprehensive reform and transformation oriented process is a two-way street between the European Union and the countries that aspire for the EU membership. That’s why, it is of paramount importance that the roles and responsibilities both of the European Union and the EU aspirants, in this case Bosnia, are clearly defined and stressed. Otherwise, the Europeanization will become a process that could be understood and implemented in practice in many different ways by all actors included, and especially by obstructionist, extremist and even anti-European forces.

The concept of Europeanization has become very popular and fashionable term within the study of European integration and the EU foreign policy. There have been a variety of definitions made in relation to Europeanization. However, most of them interpret this process as reform process in domestic political and economic system affected by policies decided at the European level. In more global terms, Anastasakis argues that “Europeanization is a means and an end; it is method as well as substance; it is a project and a vision. It signifies a certain political, socioeconomic, and cultural reality, but it is also an ideology, a symbol, and a myth. It has universal value by virtue of its historical, holistic, and globalizing nature.” In addition, Europeanization can be comprehended from the angle of “top-down approach” as some form of domestic change that is caused by European decision-making. Similarly, Radaelli defines Europeanization as a “processes of (a) construction, (b) diffusion and (c) institutionalization of formal and informal rules, procedures, policy paradigms, styles, ways of doing things and shared beliefs and norms which are first defined and consolidated in the making of EU decisions and then incorporated in the logic of domestic discourses, identities, political structures and public policies”.

However, very often it happens that European norms and values are in clash with EU aspirant’s values and norms. As Rory Domm argues “despite the rhetoric, Europeanization, whereby vast numbers of detailed, non-negotiable rules are adopted by applicant countries, is hardly always consistent with local ownership.” Therefore, it is crucial that the EU find the way and develop solid methods how to diffuse and transmit its rules, policies, values and a European paradigm as an overall concept. It is even more challenging in the multi-ethnic and multi-cultural communities such as Bosnian one since it is of crucial importance to help the country enter the EU and ensure that fundamental balance among ethnic groups is guaranteed.

---

12 Rory Domm, “Next steps on Bosnia-Herzegovina: key elements to a revised EU strategy,” Southeast European and Black Sea Studies, 11, 1 (2011), 64.
13 Othon Anastasakis and Dimitar Bechev, EU Conditionality in South East Europe: Bringing Commitment to the Process (Oxford: European Studies Centre, St Antony’s College University of Oxford, 2003), 5.
In fact, Europeanization is a logical extension of the EU integration theory. It gained special popularity among academia during the 1990s and beyond. Europeanization process may have two functions. First, it explains the influence of the European politics and institutions on the domestic politics. Second, Europeanization stresses the process of change through which domestic actors adapt to European integration. Such an Europeanization effect is best illustrated through the ‘basic paradigm’, although very general one (Figure 1). The paradigm emphasizes that European integration process leads to pressures to make necessary adjustments and structural adaptations which are then influenced by a domestic factors, and finally to outcomes.

Indeed, the Europeanization has critical transformative power in the member states which are ready to adopt required policies and laws in line with the clear-cut EU agenda. Here, a degree of pressure created by the process of Europeanization is of crucial importance. That is, this pressure is a function of the degree of fit (misfit) or congruence (incongruence) between “Europe” and the domestic level. As a result, degree of fit or misfit leads to adaptation pressures. Simply put, if the EU policies and its standards and criteria are similar to those at the domestic level then pressure for reform is much lower and so substantive. The pressure from the EU institutions is greater and more substantial when the internal dynamics in the EU aspirant are obstructionist and even Euro-sceptic. However, such pressure is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for reforms to be made by domestic actors. The most important thing is that internal political and social actors, and ordinary citizens especially, among the EU applicants are likely to act and behave in line with values, norms, regulations and standards that are previously accepted in the EU community as a democratic, liberal and prosperous. Thus, the EU is there to “show the way, while domestic forces will continue to walk on that way” making necessary adjustments and adopting requited EU-agenda.

**Figure 1: Europeanization and Domestic Change**

Source: Risse et al. (2001, 6) in Cowles et al.

---

3.1 The EU conditionality in BIH

Europeanization process in aspirant countries such as Bosnia and Herzegovina itself is to a largest extent driven by the so-called EU conditionality that stimulates domestic reforms. Better to say, the EU conditionality is based on “strict conditions” that the candidate or potential candidate countries have to meet in order to become full members in EU.21 Pridham applied the concepts of ‘convergence’ and ‘conditionality’ to analyse the EU’s influence on Central and Eastern European countries and any other country which has EU aspirations.22 The interactive theoretical approach stresses both structural factors and the role of political actors. That is, the EU effects are felt at different levels, including the formal level of regime change and its more complex types of influence on elite attitudes, external policy interests, economic changes, civil society, and the general public.23 As Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier argue, “the dominant logic underpinning EU conditionality is a bargaining strategy of reinforcement by reward, under which the EU provides external incentives for a target government to comply with its conditions”.24 So far, the EU has established several strategic tools through which it attempts to press the process of institutional adjustment to EU standards and values. Overall, the EU conditionality in the Western Balkans, including Bosnia, is established by the following tools:

1. the general Copenhagen criteria – political, economic and acquis-related
   – applied to all candidate and potential candidate countries;
2. the 1997 Regional Approach and the 1999 SAP;
3. country-specific conditions to be met before entering the SAA negotiation
   phase and conditions arising out of the SAAs and the CARDS framework;
4. conditions related to individual projects and the granting of aid, grants or
   loans;
5. conditions that arise out of peace agreements and political deals (e.g.
   Resolution 1244 of the UN Security Council, and the Dayton, Ohrid, and
   Belgrade agreements).25

The EU conditionality is aimed at integrating the Balkan states into the EU: its intention is to promote reform, to prescribe criteria attached to EU-granted benefits, and to differentiate among countries by assessing each on its own merit.26 Although it is often taken for granted that EU member states possess wide-ranging conditionality power which can “naturally” press domestic officials to implement required EU-related agenda often it results in opposite direction as EU aspirants demonstrates significant level of resistance. That is, while many expected that Europeanizing reform process will have critical impact on the crisis-driven western Balkans region and especially Bosnia as it’s very unstable part the entire process resulted in fixed positions of ethno-
nationalists that are only declaratory ready for Brussels. In addition, the idea that EU conditionality will work in Bosnia and solve its post-war political, economic and legal problems seems to result in complete disappointment as

---

26 Ibid., 1.
seen so far. In that regard, Sebastian points out that the EU jeopardized and failed to link the power and incentives inherent in its accession conditionality to the constitutional reform process in Bosnia.\(^{27}\) As Noutcheva notes: in essence, the reforms demanded by the EU as conditions for establishing contractual relations with BiH link its membership prospects to changes in the internal state structure of BiH.\(^{28}\) However, internal politics in Bosnia could not be significantly affected by EU promise of membership.

### 3.2 The EU’s Capability-Expectations Gap

The scholarly works and literature on the European integration has been full of praise, potential and arguments perceiving of the EU as a normative, civilian, humanitarian, and even military actor at the international stage. However, the most important thing here is to understand and evaluate practical relevance and concrete results of such academic statements. In other words, it is of utmost importance to measure and explain whether there is relevance between the idea of “European actorness” and tangible results achieved in practical delivery. Thus, in 1993 it was Christopher Hill who analysed the European Union from the angle of its international role and came to conclusion that there is the so-called “capability–expectations gap” - between what the EU has been talking to be doing and what it is actually able to deliver in practice. Hill points out that the capability–expectations gap has resulted from three closely related factors: namely, the ability to agree, resource availability, and the instruments at the EU's disposal.\(^{29}\) As Toje claims, “without capabilities and frameworks in place, the lack of agreement on foreign policy goals and the means by which they are to be attained could remain clouded in ambiguity”.\(^{30}\) That is, for the EU to promote itself as a capable and powerful actor in global politics it is important that it shifts from mere rhetoric about its “actorness” to resolving acute problems in world and in its neighbourhood. As Hill claimed, if the capability–expectations gap is to be closed, the notion of European international activities must be grounded in demonstrated behaviour rather than potential and aspirations.\(^{31}\)

In this light, it is important to understand the role and potential of the EU to press for reform process in Bosnia in order to make this country success story instead of the “sick man of Europe”. To put it differently, without confronting Bosnian malaise seriously and constantly accusing the domestic ethno-nationalist political elites inflammatory rhetoric as a primary reason for years-long deadlock the EU is pursuing risky policy which describes it as a weak and not-serious-enough to challenge sensitive global problems. In fact, eighty-eight percent of Bosnians support Bosnia’s European ambitions, according to the poll conducted by the Bosnian agency for European integration for which 1,200 people were questioned.\(^{32}\) Furthermore, the poll results show that support for EU membership is strongest in Bosnia's Muslim (Bosniak) community with 97 percent in favour, while 85 percent of Bosnian Croats support it and 78 percent of Bosnian Serbs.\(^{33}\) Such a significant


\(^{31}\) Ibid., 123.


number of proponents for EU integration among the citizens of all the three ethnic groups are an opportunity for the EU to prove its practical capabilities. However, there is a question mark whether the EU can meet the expectations of the Bosnian citizens? Does it have the necessary tools and resources to help resolve a Bosnian enigma? Therefore, as Hill stresses it is very important for all sides involved to measure the effectiveness of current Europeanization process in Bosnia and sketch “a more realistic picture of what the Community (EU) …. does in the world.” 34 Very often the EU leaders are concerned with preserving peace and security in BiH while the biggest problem that country faces is ethnic mistrust and deep ethno-nationalist polarization.

3.3 The EU’s Main Instruments

The EU has established bodies and instruments through which it attempts to speed up Bosnia on the road to full membership. One such body is the European Union Special Representative in BiH (EUSR) which is currently acting as a High Representative as well. The EU so far has launched 11 EUSRs in the crisis spots around the world. 35 In March 2001 Lord Paddy Ashdown was named as the first EUSR in BiH. The main and the most important duty of EUSR has been to help the BiH government in making EU reforms. As the Commission stresses, the mandate of the EUSR is to promote overall political coordination and offer the EU advice and facilitation to BiH to help the country meet necessary requirements for the EU membership. 36 The EUSR's Special mandate is derived from the European Union's policy objectives in Bosnia and Herzegovina. These include, in particular, helping achieve progress in implementing the Dayton Peace Agreement as well as in the Stabilisation and Association Process, the process by which BiH moves towards the European Union. 37 In addition, the EUSR regularly reports to the Council of the European Union, the inter-governmental body representing the 27 EU member states, through the High Representative for the Common Foreign and Security Policy and Secretary-General of the Council. Thus, the EUSR has been of crucial importance to put pressure on domestic political leaders to continue with the EU-related reform process. However, due to vague position of the EU on the Bosnian crisis the EUSR has played unclear and ambiguous role.

Thus, very often there has been serious imposition of reform process from the HR/EUSR on local politicians. Probably this was clearest during recent police reform. The Commission Feasibility Study published in November 2003 identified weaknesses in the policing system in BiH and concluded that it is necessary to “proceed with structural police reforms with a view to rationalizing police services”. 38 As BiH political elites could not make compromise on the necessary reforms the EUSR imposed the reforms on them and thus solved the deadlock. This finally enabled the EC to recommend the start of SAA negotiations with the BiH government on 21 October 2005. However, such an imposition was clear forced Europeanizing

reform. Previous HR Petritscht summarized the situation by stressing: “I furthermore wanted to move this country away from a situation where it seemed, that fundamental changes – at times even alien to its local traditions – were being simply imposed on this state and its citizens. More often than not – the country was treated as object”. BiH future in the EU is thus highly uncertain and even problematic because of the underdeveloped domestic policy-making structures and serious marginalization of both political representatives and ordinary citizens from open democratic deliberation. Furthermore, the High Representatives and international community are often behaving in an imperial and authoritarian way even going so far and while the dismissing obstructionist public officials thus clearly contradicting the most basic principles of the rule of law. That is, coerced Europeanization by the EUSR has hampered genuine democracy to flourish. Thus, the EU is implicitly paralysing active involvement in policy-making and political responsibility of the Bosnian politicians.

Additionally, very often disunited and unclear position of the EU member states makes the role of the EUSR in BiH ineffective and highly irrelevant. For instance, the status of the double-hatted OHR/EUSR was sometimes very unclear and disputed. Thus, commenting on the appointment of Lord Ashdown as the EUSR the EUPM official claimed that without dedicated EUSR staff, it was felt that “he was the right person for the job…but he never really was the EUSR”. Also, another EUPM official put it that “the EUSR position was essentially irrelevant”. This was the case when in January 2009, the international community’s High Representative and the EUSR in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) unexpectedly announced his resignation in order to take up the post of Slovak Foreign Minister instead. From his early mandate he knew very well that his position was like ‘riding a dead horse’ as he used to say. Therefore, as Judy Batt points out, “the abrupt departure of HR/EUSR Lajcak has exposed drift and disarray in the EU’s policy towards BiH”. It would not be far from truth to say that Lajcak did not have clear-cut message of support from Brussels which would help him to do his job effectively. As the International Crisis Group pointed out in its report, “There is some reluctance in Brussels for taking up such responsibilities, especially if its means deployment of the largest ever EUSR office, and increased EC funding.”

4 FROM `THE AMERICAN DOMINATION’ TO THE BRUSSELS ERA

Today, it is the EU rather than other bigger world players from international community such as USA, Russia, and China, more heavily involved in the political and economic affairs in the western Balkans and in Bosnia and Herzegovina particularly. As Giulio Venneri claims, “today, the keys of the

---

42 Ibid.
43 Judy Batt, Bosnia and Herzegovina: the international mission at a turning point (Madrid: FRIDE Policy Brief, 2009), 1.
Bosnian future are mostly in the hands of the EU.\textsuperscript{45} During the Yugoslavian crisis in the early 1990s the EU had played very weak and incoherent role due to a serious lack of commitment and political will of its member states to pool more sovereignty in order to build stronger and more coherent security and defence policy at the European level. As Javier Solana points out, “when the Yugoslav wars broke out in the 1990s we watched as our neighbourhood burned because we had no means of responding to the crisis.”\textsuperscript{46} Although, at the beginning of the Yugoslav crisis the Luxembourg Foreign Minister Jacques Poos, then head of the EC Presidency, declared that the organization would intervene in the Yugoslavian crisis because it was “the hour of Europe, not the hour of the United States” the opposite proved true since it was a diplomatic fiasco for Europe and a diplomatic and military domination of the USA. Thus, famous Henry Kissinger’s question, “what is Europe’s phone number?,” proved its relevance here. What’s more, it was only with the US leadership and initiative which created the Dayton peace agreement in November 1995, ending a brutal three and one-half year bloody war in Bosnia.\textsuperscript{47} However, when the war in Bosnia ended the EU member states developed more strategic and tangible approach towards the Western Balkans countries. There has been an understanding that instability and possible conflicts in the region pose direct and serious threat to the EU. That is, Pierre Andrew states that the among the EU member states a potential instability in the Balkans is widely perceived as the major threat to European security and prosperity.\textsuperscript{48}

As a response, the EU developed more pro-active and comprehensive security and defence policy at the European level. As pointed out by Chris Patten, the European Commissioner for External Relations, “the dreadful humiliation Europe suffered in the Balkans in the early nineties also made us realise that Europe had to finally get its act together.\textsuperscript{49} Among other things, in December 2004, the EU launched a peacekeeping military operation in BiH, replacing NATO’s SFOR mission. In addition, the EU sent its Police Mission to Bosnia in January 2003 to replace the UN’s International Police Task Force (IPTF) as part of the broader rule of law strategy in BiH and in the region. On the other hand, the US put diplomatic and military priority and deployed most of its troops in Iraq and Afghanistan. Following initiation and later signing of SAA the western Balkan countries the region shifted from the US-dominated Dayton era into the EU-dominated Brussels era. As Javier Solana, the former High Representative of the EU pointed out, the most fundamental objective of the EU at this transition stage is to move from “the era of Dayton” to “the era of Brussels.”\textsuperscript{50} However, the Brussels era has not passed without challenges and without serious structural problems. In other words, the EU’s approach to the Western Balkans has exposed policy gaps, which have directly undermined the effectiveness of the European integration as a motor of democratic transformation and Europeanisation.\textsuperscript{51} The EU

\textsuperscript{45} Giulio Venneri, Modelling States from Brussels? A Critical Assessment of the EU-Driven State-building of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Nicosia: Cyprus Centre of European and International Affairs), 8.


\textsuperscript{49} See Chris Patten, Europe in the World: CFSP & its relation to development, address by Chris Patten, European Commission for External Relations, Overseas Development Institute, 7 November 2003.


member states are sometimes behaving helpless and without clear vision with regards to current Bosnian crisis as they did during the Bosnian war.

5 THE EU'S CREDIBILITY CRISIS IN BIH

It is today more than obvious that the US is not so active and present in the western Balkans, including BiH, in terms of military, diplomatic and political impact as it was in the 1990s. Thus, after the US shift in its foreign policy of prioritizing other regions more than Bosnia such development has left significant diplomatic space for other global powers such as the EU to assert its influence in this highly problematic country. As a result, Hadzikadunic believes that gradual withdrawal of the US from the western Balkans towards more critical world regions has signalized leaving the Balkans region to the EU as its natural and strong ally.\(^5\) Although the Union developed new institutional relations with the regional countries through newly initiated SAA it has faced a lot of challenges, and especially in Bosnia. The SAA include provisions and measures for future EU membership of the western Balkan countries. In fact, SAA is similar to the Europe Agreements that the EU signed with the Central and Eastern European countries in the 1990s and to the Association Agreement with Turkey. However, since a long-lasting political malaise in Bosnia it is obvious that the “EU's carrot” in the form of SAA has not worked with the local country's officials. In fact, Bassuener and Lyon in this light claim that not only did the SAA not generate momentum, but Republika Srpska (RS) is busy unravelling some of the hard-won gains of the previous 13 years, including reforms required by the EU as preconditions for signing the SAA.\(^5\) That's why, more than ever before the EU leaders' duty is to make the bloc's values, norms, and standards more attractive and more concrete both for Bosnian politicians and its citizens. Otherwise, it could happen that the European integration becomes irrelevant topic among the domestic politicians and ordinary citizens.

In fact, so far the “EU sticks” have not been effective and influential in interactions with the Bosnian political elites. Better to say, the EU has not developed adequate “stick policy” which could be applied towards the politicians, political parties, and organizations that support policies that are opposed to Euro-Atlantic integration principles and that question the state institutions. Thus, only recently has the EU foreign minister Lady Ashton demanded that her new Bosnian envoy, part of her newly created diplomatic service, be given new powers by the Council of EU foreign ministers to impose travel bans and asset freezes on obstructionist Bosnian politicians.\(^5\) Even the EU financial aid directed for the country has not been enough motor force that would motivate domestic politicians to implement necessary measures that Brussels had set beforehand. For instance, the EU provides targeted assistance to candidates and potential candidates’ countries through IPA (Instrument for pre-accession assistance) which supersedes the five previously existing pre-accession instruments, Phare, ISPA, SAPARD, Turkey instrument, and CARDS. Thus, the European Commission has allocated 440 million Euro of support to BiH in its transition from a potential candidate country to a candidate country for the period 2007-2011 under the IPA. BiH as a potential candidate is currently eligible for assistance to

\(^{52}\) Emir Hadžikadunić, Od Dejtona do Brisela (Sarajevo: ACIPS, 2005), 23.
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transition and institution building and cross-border cooperation. However, the EU has in some instances cut its financial assistance to BiH due to slow reform process. Still, in this way the EU has further pushed the country behind other regional countries on the road to Brussels. Very often it seems that the EU does not know the social and political dynamics that define Bosnian society and that's why it is making same mistakes over and over. Kostovicova argues that the EU policies in the Western Balkans have inadequately addressed a transnational dimension of the region’s transition from Communism and war. The EU is in fact making wrong steps in BiH because it accepted the “one size fits all” model of helping transitioning countries.

5.1 The Incoherent European Union in BiH

As it has become serious problem in the EU that its member states hold different and often very opposing interests, as was the best reflected during the Iraq war, the similar scenario happened in Bosnia. That is, very often the EU leaders seem much divided and deliver oppressing messages when the European integration reforms in Bosnia are concerned. In view of the former US Ambassador Charles English, “part of the problem is that the EU itself is divided about Bosnia. Among member states, only a handful, most notably the UK, appear to have a clear grasp of the dangers posed by Bosnia’s current political dynamics”.

Probably the best demonstration and proof to this fact has been diverse views and opinions of the EU officials regarding the future design and content of the Bosnian constitutional framework. In fact, the Bosnian authorities are expected to implement the European democratic values and effective bureaucratic standards that are based on the Copenhagen and Madrid criteria, respectively. However, although the Copenhagen and Madrid criteria propose what are the standards and measures that have to be implemented by the Bosnian politicians the EU member states have not demonstrated a common and principled position on the necessary constitutional changes. Thus, while EU officials have been vocal in their demands and calls for constitutional change, they have not been clear enough and committed about the specific requirements expected. As a result, the EU member states are as divided as the local politicians are over the design and shape of the future Bosnian constitution. The EU officials hide behind the premise they should not interfere into the internal political sphere because it is not democratic although they know that Bosnia is a “special case” which needs a “special treatment”. This has resulted in a huge EU credibility crisis in Bosnia.

Over time there have been even oppressing messages from the EU politicians and officials regarding the content and degree of reform within the country’s constitution. To clarify, the European Commission President Barroso pointed out that while constitutional reform was not a strict condition for signing the SAA, “there is [a] link between these two processes. . . . The EC and EU have to be convinced that they have a partner in BiH, which will be capable to respect its promises and implement the Agreement that we negotiate now”. Thus, this has been a sort of informal requirement that the
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EU officials expect from the Bosnian political representatives to implement in order to speed up the whole European integration process. However, there have been a number of European leaders who do not support the idea that Bosnia needs a new or modified constitution in order to enter the EU family. For instance, Welner Almhofer, Austrian Ambassador to BiH, claims that the European Union had never set the successful implementation of constitutional reforms as a condition for BiH’s EU membership.60 Better to say, the EU authorities have perceived the constitutional reform as an informal conditionality without clearly stated rewards or punishments for BiH politicians.

Even though the EU leaders have often stressed that BiH cannot realize its EU aspirations if it does not reform its constitutional framework most of them have not explicitly stated what are these constitutional reforms expected from the Bosnians. This happened to a large degree due to diverse national interests of the EU member states on foreign policy questions and due to vagueness of the Copenhagen and Madrid criteria that are open to political manipulation. As Govedarica points out: “It is true that the EU has had no clear stance towards Bosnia. For a long time the EU officials have believed that the mere process of European integration will solve the country’s problems. However, when it was clear that it was not the case then the EU could not find adequate alternative instrument”.61 Better to say, since the EU has not stressed clearly the measures required the Copenhagen and Madrid criteria can be understood in thousand of different ways as is the case with the Bosnian elites. As a result, Bosnian Muslims want to enter Brussels as a country with strong and powerful central state. Bosnian Croats are in support of highly decentralized country. Bosnian Serb leaders see Bosnia in the EU as a weak central state with strong entities. Therefore, as Karajkov points out, that “in order to be meaningful, constitutional changes would need to reformulate the country’s power structures and the way they are shared by the three ethnicities”.62 Obviously, the EU should be setting the standard to solve the Bosnian impasse instead of leaving to Bosnian politicians to choose from “the menu what they like and rejecting what they do not like”.

6 ‘THE DAYTON 2’ FAILURE

The current constitutional framework in BiH is based on the Dayton Peace Agreement signed in 1995. In fact, the Dayton Agreement established the Constitution of BiH in an annex of the Agreement deciding on the division of the country into two Entities: the Bosniak/Croat Federation of BiH (mainly controlled by the Bosniaks and Bosnian Croats), and the Republika Srpska (mainly governed by the Bosnian Serbs). Both countries’ entities have their own political and administrative structures. The Federation of BiH is divided into three levels: the Entity level, the Cantonal level, and the Municipal level. The RS does not have a cantonal level, it only has municipalities. Overall, the DPA has succeeded in keeping BiH as an independent and sovereign country with a joint multi-ethnic government. Thus, the current political

60 See Welner Almhofer, Austrian Ambassador to BiH, cited in OHR, BiH Media Round-up, 26 January 2006.
61 Personal interview with Dobrila Govedarica, Executive Director, Open Society Fund, Bosnia and Herzegovina.
system in Bosnia is a product and result of the DPA. DPA has many important legal principles which can also be seen within constitutional frameworks in other Western democratic countries. For instance, in the Article I, it is stated that BiH shall be a democratic state, which will operate under the rule of law and with free and democratic elections. Also, one of the most important goals of the DPA, restoration of security and physical infrastructure, has been satisfactorily met. However, the broader objective of organizing a multi-ethnic, democratic, and economically self-sustaining country is still a long way to happen. That is, while the DPA brought the war to an end and laid the foundation for consolidating peace; many observers also believe that the agreement as a document reflects wartime circumstances cannot by itself ensure BiH’s future as a functioning and self-sufficient democratic state.

However, local political elites in BiH have for years been in the negotiations about the possible changes in the constitution but they could not reach a necessary compromising solution. Since domestic politicians could not agree on necessary changes within the constitution it has become more than obvious that external mediation is deadly required if any significant progress is expected. And this happened when the EU authorities decided to take decisive and concrete diplomatic lead in fixing Dayton and thus paving a way for a new era of functional, self-sustaining and democratic BiH. Thus, during the Swedish EU Presidency there has been such initiative on the constitutional reform on 10 October and again on 20-21 October, when Carl Bildt, Sweden’s foreign minister, Olli Rehn, the European commissioner for enlargement, and Jim Steinberg, the US deputy secretary of state, called most of Bosnia’s political party leaders together at Butmir, outside Sarajevo, where they outlined a ‘package’ of reforms necessary, as they sold it, for deeper Euro-Atlantic integration of their country. The meetings recalled similar talks held almost 15 years ago, at another military base in Dayton, Ohio. In media, the meeting in Butmir was called ‘Dayton 2’ which best demonstrates its importance for the BiH future governance. Also, the Butmir talks followed the international community’s heightened and often-repeated concerns that Bosnia is in the midst of its worst political crisis since the end of the war. Also, the Venice Commission was informally involved in the drafting process of the constitution. However, it ended in complete failure. Bosnian Serb representatives rejected the proposed reforms as too drastic while Bosniak and Croat leaders described them as insufficient to solve the long-standing political stalemate. Thus, ambiguous and ill-prepared EU-US imitative at the Butmir NATO base just contributed to deepening of current crisis rather than resolving it.

It would be unrealistic to say that the EU and US official did not try to propose same possible changes into the constitution. However, even they
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did not clearly know how that changes should like and why they should be adequate to the country's future. Although EU and US seemed united and coherent in the Butmir process the whole negotiations ended in huge failure as domestic leaders could not be persuaded by the suggested measures. However, as Bosnia is for a long time passing from the Dayton era to the so-called Brussels era the EU is the most responsible actor for Butmir's constitution failure. In fact, while the US could be more relaxed in the Butmir talks because it once in the past in 1995 saved the Bosnian future to some extent these talks now were a litmus test for the EU and its failure would be a double failure for the EU member states after their 'Dayton fiasco'. As Joseph points out, "Washington's central policy challenge has shifted from getting the Bosnians to cooperate to goading the Europeans to act. Although Brussels has far more at stake than Washington does, and although it finally has a collective foreign minister, it still act only when galvanized by the Americans or by crisis or both". That is, the EU does not know how to behave like a global player what is happening in Bosnia. What's more, civil society was completely excluded from the Butmir negotiations. This was a clear threat to democratic deliberation that EU diplomats claim to be an important European value. Furthermore, the Butmir meeting has not even mentioned a controversial principle of ethnic voting. Even though the EC clearly stressed that the 'entity voting' has often prevented swift adoption of legislation which hinders country’s rapid progress towards the EU membership. Thus, Butmir talks were a good showcase for domestic and global public that international community is still relevant actor in Bosnian enigma. However, status quo remained. Thus, the Prime Minister Milorad Dodik of the Republic of Srpska, a main opponent of the Butmir negotiations, called them "an unnecessary adventure".

7 Conclusion

It is no doubt unavoidable component within the all-embracing transition process that the European Union expects Bosnian government to implement necessary economic, political, legal and administrative reforms as a part of the country's Europeanization process through which it has been going through since late 1990s. However, Bosnia and Herzegovina is for a long time in a deep and serious political impasse situation due to opposing views of the three ethnic groups on the future design of the country's constitutional framework and the country in general. Many pessimistically claim that there is no viable solution and modus operandi that could resolve complex and enigmatic Bosnian multi-cultural and multi-ethnic society. On the other hand, many still believe that the EU, as a common objective of most of ordinary citizens and their political representatives from all three ethnic groups, can be a solution to the Bosnian deep problems. Therefore, the EU is to a large extent responsible for the current status quo since its member states are not united in terms of defined standards and measures expected from the Bosnian politicians. It seems that European leaders believe that mere process of European integration of Bosnia will bring stability, prosperity and
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genuine reconciliation to the country. That is, the European politicians expect the Bosnian political elites to make necessary reforms including constitutional changes that will satisfy all three ethnic groups although they know that it is a sort of mission impossible. Although the Copenhagen and Madrid criteria propose what are the standards and measures that have to be implemented by the Bosnian politicians the EU member states have not demonstrated a common and principled position on the necessary constitutional changes. As a result, BiH politicians successfully manipulate with reluctance and ambiguous opinions of the EU leaders. This is a serious credibility gap and erosion of an image for the EU since it could not assert and present itself as an attractive and powerful actor that is capable of solving the Bosnian status quo.

In spite of the fact that the European Union has deployed a variety of strategic tools, instruments and bodies in the post-war BiH in order to help the country’s reform process on the road to the EU membership it is difficult to say that such approach and method used has been successful and useful. For instance, very often disunited and divided position of the EU member states makes the role of the EUSR in BiH ineffective and highly irrelevant as happened to former EUSR Miroslav Lajcak. Furthermore, as pivotal agreement, the SAA, has not produced expected momentum for reform process in Bosnia and it should be examined in order to make it in line with real needs and expectations of BiH. The whole process is too technocratic and ordinary citizens very often are not even aware what is the EU trying to do in their country and why they do not see economic and material benefits of the European integration as it has promised. I think that EU leaders are very often making the same mistake of ignoring the real problems of Bosnia because they believe that mere European integration process will make the country democratic, stable and peaceful. The EU as an abstract idea will for sure fail in BiH, and in every other place, if not supported by concrete measures and clear agenda by the EU itself. It seems that the European diplomats are making the same mistake again and again since BiH politicians thus manipulate with their reluctance and ambiguous positions. As a result, the European diplomats stay in a vicious circle between their ‘European values’ and radically opposing interests of the three ethnic elites. The EU should develop stronger and more committed approach towards Bosnia to rebuild its credibility through a unified position on a long-term strategy for the country. Simply put, if the EU does not define clearly and openly what it expects from the Bosnian government then a Bosnian politicians will understand the EU standards and criteria as they wish. Paradoxically, but they will see the EU as a community allowing development of divided ethno-nationalist communities.
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PARTY COALITIONS IN LOCAL LEGISLATURES
IN SLOVENIA AND SOUTH DAKOTA: A
RESEARCH NOTE

Gary AGUIAR

While our understanding of party politics in national legislatures is quite sophisticated, the phenomenon of local inter-party cooperation has gone largely unexamined. This article investigates party coalitions in local legislatures in South Dakota and Slovenia using a most-dissimilar design. The data presented includes my own interviews with informants in five municipalities in Slovenia and—for the first time anywhere—party coalition data on county commissions in a US state. Both data sources demonstrate a similar propensity among local legislators to engage in broad-spectrum party cooperation. In particular, among South Dakota counties with non-single-party commissions, a clear majority had bipartisan coalitions using a stringent measure, even when controlling for the presence of non-aligned legislators, population size, which party was in the majority, and the electoral system. Some evidence suggests that political culture affects bipartisan cooperation; fiscally-conservative Republican counties are more likely to include a Democrat in their governing coalition than morally-conservative counties. Three factors explain the presence of these broad-spectrum coalitions: (1) local legislatures’ decisions are primarily administrative in nature, (2) tiny legislatures are less partisan than larger ones, and (3) the “personal vote” for candidates diminishes the role of party.

Our understanding of party politics in national legislatures is quite sophisticated and has grown substantially in recent years. However, research on parties in local legislatures remains relatively unexplored even
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three decades after an important call for more work. While we see highly partisan battles in national legislatures in both Europe and North America, one recent study points to a propensity for broader party cooperation in Slovenian local legislatures. Otherwise, the phenomenon of local inter-party cooperation has gone largely unexamined by political scientists. This article adds to this nascent effort by investigating party coalitions in local legislatures in two disparate democracies (i.e., South Dakota and Slovenia). The Slovenian research, published in this journal, indicates that ad hoc coalitions are an everyday occurrence among local legislatures, with some left-right coalitions evident as well. For the first time anywhere, I present party coalition data on county commissions in a US state, which shows a similar propensity among local legislators to engage in bipartisan cooperation. I also identify—and evaluate—factors that explain the development of inter-party cooperation in local legislatures in these two divergent settings. If these factors remain important among local legislatures in other contexts, we may hold some hope of correcting the hyper-partisanship in national legislatures that often leads to gridlock.

1 RESEARCH DESIGN

This study uses a most-dissimilar design by comparing two radically different democracies. As explained by Lijphart, this approach differs from the most-similar design common to the study of comparative politics. In the most-similar approach, researchers select units of analysis so that numerous similarities serve as control variables which allow them to identify residual variables. These residuals can then be profitably proxied for a cause-effect relationship. On the other hand, in a most-dissimilar design, the objective is to identify similar outcomes among units that encompass radically divergent independent variables. These facts can then be held up to the light for further examination, which may yield an understanding of the common conditions that produce that outcome.

South Dakota and Slovenia lend themselves well to a most-dissimilar design of party coalitions in local government for a number of reasons. First, historical and cultural traditions between these two states differ dramatically. South Dakota has a long tradition of democratic politics; it joined the union in 1889 as the 39th state. Located in the wind-swept prairie of the Upper Great Plains, its population of 820,000 congregates in two regions: one along a major highway that hugs the Minnesota border to the east and the other in the historic Black Hills region in the west. South Dakota’s political values include support for fiscal conservatism, a strong military, and rugged individualism with significant elements of moral conservatism in many eastern counties. On the other hand, Slovenia is a relatively young democracy. Although it has strands of older democratic traditions, the contemporary Republic of Slovenia held its first national parliamentary elections in 1990 and declared its independence from Yugoslavia a year

---

later. Sandwiched between the Alps and the Adriatic Sea, Slovenia’s two million people are fairly evenly distributed throughout the country, with a significant population center in and around Ljubljana, its capital. Following their long experience with Communism, Slovenians continue to prefer a mixed economy which balances a vibrant welfare state and an export-oriented economy. They value non-confrontational cooperation through established structures, with an increasing emphasis on international, and specifically European, political institutions.8

Another primary difference between Slovenia and the US is the degree of centralization at the national level. Like other parliamentary systems, national power in Slovenia lies primarily with the prime minister and the cabinet who are selected by the largest parliament party in coalition with several junior partners. The US separates power between two strong and independent political actors: a President and the Congress.

Third, the two party systems are significantly different. Like other European party systems, Slovenia has many political parties; 58 were listed in 2008.9 Many parties are characterized by highly ideological schemas; at least six parties have been represented in recent parliaments. Slovenian voters align themselves along this wide spectrum using the classic capitalism-socialism divide.10 On the other hand, the US has a narrow, rigidified two-party system coupled with highly individualized behavior of masses and elites.11 Both the Republican and Democratic Parties historically espouse capitalism with a very modest role for social welfare. Much more than their European counterparts, US parties are broad alliances of diverse elected officials and their supporters. In European parliamentary systems, individual parties typically offer policy solutions during the campaigns and resolve their inter-party differences after each election via often-treacherous coalitions. In the US, each party must address these personal and ideological differences internally via primaries and conventions. US voters usually have only two party choices, which are the result of this elaborate pre-election reconciliation of diverse leaders and their followers.

Central to the research at hand and a key difference between the United States of America and the Republic of Slovenia is the form of local self-government. Slovenian municipalities are the sole local government, combining the functions of various local US governments into a single entity. That is, the authority and work assigned to US counties, cities, townships, and school boards are unified into a single government in Slovenia: the municipality. Slovenian municipalities are somewhat reminiscent of the US national government in terms of the separation of power; an independently
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elected executive—the mayor—has significant independent authority (politically, institutionally, and administratively). Slovenian municipal councils—which feature multiple parties and seven to 45 members, based on population—possess an independent legislative function.

While US Counties—the unit of analysis here—are a general-purpose government, they are not the only form of local government in the US. Cities and towns are also general-purpose governments. Moreover, many special-purpose districts (e.g., school boards, port authorities, and water districts) have substantial authority over a single policy area, including some shared and overlapping powers. In South Dakota, counties have state-specified responsibilities, which encompass a moderate scope of power as compared to other US states. These state-imposed mandates comprise criminal justice (including law enforcement, jails, and prosecution of crimes); transportation (e.g., secondary roads and public transit); social welfare (e.g., indigent health services and hospitals); and other administrative services (including holding elections and certifying official records). Counties in South Dakota do not get extensively involved in parks, libraries, or animal control, which are typically municipal functions. Lower education is the province of school boards; the state operates the institutions of higher education.

The form of county government in South Dakota is similar to other Midwest states; it includes a mix of elected executives and a strong legislature. While no central powerful executive is present in South Dakota counties, several executives are elected, especially in law enforcement (a sheriff and prosecutor) and other administrative officials (usually a treasurer, auditor, recorder of deeds, and an elections official, although these functions are often combined in various ways). The County Commission possesses dual roles as both a legislature, when they approve ordinances and budgets (including for the aforementioned officials), and executive functions over facilities, county personnel, and the remaining administrative areas.

While these radical differences in history, party politics, and governmental structure exist, we also note several commonalities between South Dakota and Slovenia. First, both are relatively low population states. However, South Dakota, which ranks 46th in population density among the US states, is more sparsely settled (4.1 inhabitants per square kilometer, 10.7/sq mi) than Slovenia. Slovenia’s population density ranks low among European countries (101 inhabitants per square kilometer, 262/sq mi). Second, both states feature three layers of government. The US Constitution of 1789 established a federal system; the national government is legally dominant with unstated powers reserved for the states. In Slovenia, the emerging EU institutions (the EU Parliament, the euro currency regime, and the judiciary) form a confederation with some limits on the authority of the Republic of Slovenia. Local governments in both South Dakota and Slovenia are creatures of the states and subject to their control.

Hence, both South Dakota counties and Slovenian municipalities face severe restrictions from their immediate superordinate governments. In particular, the responsibilities and mandates forced upon them limit their ability to raise revenues, both the kinds of taxes and their level. Thus, in some ways, local governments in South Dakota and Slovenia share an inadequate capacity to govern.\textsuperscript{12} Too many assigned functions and responsibilities coupled with inadequate revenue and authority means that

leading a local government in either South Dakota or Slovenia is a thankless job.

2 Data Sources

As I mentioned above, the first study to recognize the rise of broad-spectrum coalitions was among Slovenian municipalities. Using elite interviews among the then-193 municipalities, Haček et al. found the vast majority of these councils produce informal, unstated coalition agreements among several political parties, including frequent left-right alliances. The most common alliances were ad hoc, or project-based, coalitions often orchestrated by strong mayors, who are more likely to be independents nowadays. My own interviews with informants in several municipalities in Slovenia substantiate these findings.

During 2009, I conducted interviews with at least two informants (one local party official and an independent observer) in each of five Central Slovenian municipalities on their administrative tasks and the role of political parties. The interviewees were promised confidentiality to encourage a frank discussion. The municipalities varied in population and partisan measures. For example, one rural municipality had only a few thousand residents; another larger municipality with tens of thousands residents had a significant industrial center with a huge manufacturing plant. A third municipality is a burgeoning bedroom community near the capital city of Ljubljana. All five municipalities were governed by a leftist or center-left mayor. Except for one rightist majority council, the councils were dominated by center and left parties. One municipal council had strong representation from a regional "local-first" party.

The interviews suggest that broad-spectrum party coalitions are a persistent and visible feature of these local councils. None had formal written party coalition agreements. However, four of the five municipalities demonstrated at least some success in reaching across the ideological divide to pass legislation. Only one council—the bedroom community—regularly voted on a strict party-line basis. The other four normally saw shifting alliances based on the particular bill, sometimes with party members splitting their votes. Nearly always, major legislation was guided by the mayor, usually in person behind closed-doors with councilors.

My in-depth interviews, then, further substantiate the work by Haček, Brezovšek, and Bačlija that broad-spectrum party coalitions exist among most Slovenian municipalities. This important finding provides the impetus and the point of departure for this study, which analyzes newly collected data from South Dakota. The database includes every commissioner from all 66 counties who took office after the 2008 elections. Four of these county
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Commissions have three members; the remaining 62 counties elect five commissioners. The total number of commissioners was 322, of which 200 were Republican, 110 Democrats and twelve were elected as independents. As they assumed office in early 2009, fourteen counties had single-party legislatures, where all the commissioners were from only one party (ten Republican, four Democratic). South Dakota has fifteen larger counties (i.e., with populations of more than 10,000) and 51 smaller ones. Single-party commissions were slightly more likely in larger counties (five or 33.4%) than smaller counties (nine or 17.6%).

From here forward, this study analyzes the 52 remaining counties, which had non-single-party (NSP) commissions (i.e., at least one commissioner belonged to each of the two major parties). For these 52 NSP counties, we define a bipartisan coalition as any commission where either the commission chair or vice chair was a member of the minority party. This formal decision rule sets a high bar for coding commissions as bipartisan. It means that at least one member of the majority party granted formal leadership to a commissioner from the minority party. The process to elect chairs and vice chairs varies by county, but is usually a biennial event immediately after they assume office. While commissioners are certainly aware of each other’s party affiliation, they tend to make leadership decisions based on a mix of seniority and respect. That is, the most junior members are not considered viable candidates for leadership positions. Instead, candidates are typically commissioners who are particularly hard-working, with a strong grasp of the process and issues facing the county.

Using this formal measure of bipartisan cooperation, 31 of the NSP counties—a clear majority (59.6%)—had bipartisan coalitions. Given the hyper-partisan environment of US and South Dakota politics, this result is surprising! In the state legislature, long-dominant Republicans regularly seek opportunities to deny power to minority Democrats. Yet, South Dakota county commissions operate in a much more bipartisan fashion than state and national legislatures.

3 Intra-system factors

These data allow us to further explore what factors might explain this widespread bipartisan cooperation among county commissions in South Dakota. First, does which party hold the majority in these commissions matter? We might expect Republicans to be more reluctant to share power at the local level, since they have held it at the state level for more than a century. However, Republican-majority commissions were only slightly less likely to have bipartisan coalitions. Of the 35 Republican-majority NSP counties, 18 (51.4%) have bipartisan coalitions. Of the nine Democratic-majority NSP counties, six (66.7%) have bipartisan coalitions. One possible explanation arises from the number of conservative Democrats, who are more likely to get elected in Midwestern and Southern states than from other regions of the country. In South Dakota, several so-called “Blue Dog” Democrats have been elected to the Congress and the State Legislature in
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17 Six counties do not elect vice-chairs, including three of the four three-member commissions.
18 A methodological problem that persists in this study is the small sample size. For example, with only nine Democratic-majority counties, a single county can shift the numbers significantly. So, we rely on large differences in the percentages as an indicator of consequence. This case, where Democratic commissions are 14% more likely to have bipartisan coalitions is considered only a slight difference.
recent years. Their fiscal conservatism might encourage Republicans to ally with them at the county level.

What can multi-party commissions tell us about inter-party cooperation? After the 2008 election, nine counties in South Dakota elected "independents" as commissioners. While these independents are non-aligned and do not truly represent a third party, they do open the prospect of examining the commissions with more than two parties represented. Seventy of the nine counties with independents have bipartisan coalitions (77.7%). Surprisingly, all but one of these coalitions features Democratic-Republican alliances. That is, seven commissions exclude the single independent from their "Blue-Red" coalition. Restated, seven-ninth of the counties with an independent commissioner have bipartisan coalitions that is composed only of the two major parties. This is a puzzling outcome, because we assume that independents are more moderate than partisans. So, why do adherents of the two major parties choose a broader alliance, clearly reaching across the aisle to the other party, instead of a shorter distance to an independent? Only further research would fully answer this question, but perhaps it had something to do with the particularly quirky relationship between these independent commissioners and their colleagues. Nonetheless, the exclusion of independents does further demonstrate the clear willingness—perhaps eagerness—of partisan county commissioners to ally with the other party.

What other factors might explain the variation in bipartisan coalitions among South Dakota County Commissions? First, we explore whether the size of the county affects the likelihood of bipartisanship. In urbanized populations, we expect a greater degree of polarization between the parties. Citizens are more politically diverse in larger communities, more candidates seek their party's nomination, and extremists are more likely to secure their party's nomination. Contrarily, smaller populations are more likely to be homogeneous, fewer candidates available, and moderates more likely to win nominations. So, we posit that larger counties are less likely to see bipartisan coalitions. Using the same population measure as above (counties with more than 10,000 are defined as large), we see that county size does not affect bipartisan cooperation. Of the 11 large NSP counties, seven (63.6%) have bipartisan coalitions. Of the 41 small NSP counties, 24 (58.5%) have bipartisan coalitions. An inconsequential difference.

Second, we examine the role the electoral system might play in encouraging bipartisanship. We expect that a district system would discourage bipartisan cooperation, because individual wards or districts are more likely to be homogeneous than the county as a whole. And, homogeneous wards are more likely to elect extreme partisans. On the other hand, commissioners elected at-large, on a county-wide ballot, may be more moderate and, hence, more likely to ally with commissioners from the other party. However, the evidence does not support this hypothesis either. Of eleven NSP counties that elect commissioners on an at-large basis, six (54.5%) have bipartisan coalitions. Of 41 NSP counties that elect their commissioners via a district or ward system, 25 (61.0%) have bipartisan coalitions.

Finally, we investigate whether bipartisanship in county commissions is related to political culture as measured by geography. In South Dakota,
political lore divides the state into two regions, West River and East River, defined by their relationship to the great Missouri River (which flows north to south through the middle of the state). Although one scholarly work indicates that several regions of political culture exist in South Dakota, political observers regularly employ the East River-West River schema to distinguish political cultures.\textsuperscript{20} West River is a more arid climate and is identified with the “Old West” of large ranches, old mining towns, gambling, and larger Native American populations. West River voters are characterized as fiscal conservatives; many of whom proclaim no need for government at any level, save “cops and troops.” East River sees somewhat smaller farms; annual small-grains do better with generally higher levels of annual precipitation. The East River population is characterized as moral conservatives, willing to use governmental authority to restrict vices like alcohol, pornography, and nude dancers. Many East River municipal governments own all public utilities and monopolize liquor sales; several have well-funded economic development efforts.

The evidence lends strong credence to these cultural regions; West River counties are much more likely to display bipartisan cooperation. Of the 13 West River NSP counties, nine have bipartisan coalitions (69.2%); of 49 East River NSP counties, only 22 are bipartisan (44.9%). This is a significant difference, which is probably related to the kinds of Democrats elected West River. Only conservative Democrats are likely to be elected in these very conservative West River communities. So, it is a narrower reach for West River Republicans to form an alliance than for their East River colleagues with more liberal Democrats as their potential partners. (However, see the contrary evidence from one large West River County discussed below.)

4 INTER-SYSTEM FACTORS

Now we turn to an examination of factors that explain why two such disparate systems (i.e., South Dakota and Slovenia) produce similarly broad-spectrum party coalitions in local legislatures. Relying on the most-dissimilar design, I offer three possibilities that might explain this outcome: (1) local legislatures’ decisions are primarily bureaucratic or administrative in nature, (2) the less partisan nature of micro-legislatures, and (3) the emerging “personal vote” for legislative candidates.

First, the bureaucratic/administrative nature of local legislative decisions is not readily or obviously partisan. Since these local legislatures’ actions are severely constrained by their superordinate governments, the range of their decisions does not fit neatly into a partisan schema, like it might at the state or national/EU level. The kinds and levels of taxes are beyond the authority of these local governments, as is the amount of debt which they can carry; all are set by state law. Rather, decisions are about humdrum matters like the maintenance of secondary roads, technical upgrades to the jails, and multi-jurisdiction cooperation on a new water plant. The legislative discussion is not whether we should do it—it is required by law—but when to undertake the task and what other operations must be cut to fund it. The often-arcane minutiae of local administration are not inherently partisan matters.

\textsuperscript{20} See Edward Patrick Hogan and Erin Hogan Fouberg, The Geography of South Dakota, 3\textsuperscript{rd} edition (Sioux Falls: Center for Western Studies, 2001). The more easterly James River, which parallels the Missouri, would represent a more accurate division. Many counties along the “Big Jim” are Democratic strongholds with many moral conservatives; farther west, fiscal conservatives dominate.
Slovenian municipalities perform a plethora of administrative tasks and often lack the capacity to carry them out.\footnote{Miro Haček and Irena Bačlija, “The Administrative Capacity of Slovenian Municipalities,” \textit{Lex Localis: Journal of Local Self-Government}, 7, 3 (2009), 307–311.} As revealed in my interviews with Slovenian local informants, many of the most substantial council decisions were actually rather mundane. For example, one municipality was building a new water and sewer system in concert with several neighboring municipalities. Local funding was matched by the Republic of Slovenia and the EU. Since funding was not a major issue, ideological and party differences did not arise in deciding where to site the facilities. Rightists agreed this was the proper function of the municipality. They even expressed pride that their municipality provided the leadership in coordinating with their smaller neighbors.

In one rural Slovenian municipality where I interviewed the mayor and a senior administrator, the council’s major emphasis was economic development. In particular, the mayor sought outside funds to rebuild a local castle, which was the centerpiece of a popular annual festival and other tourist activities. In the Ljubljana suburb where I interviewed several informants, right-wing councilors united in opposition to the center-left coalition assembled by the mayor. One major battle was fought over whether the developer of a massive apartment complex should be required to build a daycare facility. However, even here, the right-wing party cast votes to elect a centrist councilor as deputy mayor, who was also supported by some leftists. In short, my elite interviews in Slovenia confirm the administrative and non-partisan nature of decisions in local municipalities.

To examine the South Dakota case, we scoured the publicly-available minutes of the NSP County Commissions; only the largest were able to produce comprehensive digitized records. Our dataset collects all of the recorded votes from the five largest NSP county commissions in South Dakota from January 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010. During this period, 5,115 votes were recorded in these five commissions. A large fraction (29.0%) of these votes was pro forma in nature (e.g., approval of minutes, agenda, and claims; setting holidays; and motions to enter executive session and adjourn). Even among the remaining 3,630 substantive items, only 141 (3.9%) were not unanimous votes. Commissioners divided their votes on less than one in twenty-five of the substantive votes in these five commissions!

Table 1 shows the frequency of party votes in these commissions, which reveals little party voting, with one exception.\footnote{We define party votes when all of the Democrats vote on the opposing side from all of the Republicans.} Restated, bipartisan cooperation in these local legislatures is remarkably high. (Brown County did not register a single party-line vote in this period!) Even on divisive motions, commissioners voted along party lines less than one-fifth of the time. Unsurprisingly, individual spending items constitute most of the partisan votes. For two commissions (Brookings and Codington Counties), all party votes were on motions to expend funds on a particular item.
TABLE 1: PARTY VOTING IN SOUTH DAKOTA COUNTY COMMISSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Brooks</th>
<th>Brown</th>
<th>Corson</th>
<th>Lawrence</th>
<th>Minnehaha</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Democratic Party Commissioners (out of five)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Party Votes on All Divisive Items (Total Number of Non-unanimous Votes)</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent Party Votes on Spending Items (Number of Non-unanimous Votes on Spending Items)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Minutes of Commission Meetings during the period January 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010 obtained from individual county offices.

To gain an adequate comparison of party voting in these Commissions, let’s briefly survey the literature on the frequency of party voting in other legislatures. Party voting in recent US Congresses typically occurs in about one-half of all votes, with Republican cohesion reached two-thirds in some years and Democratic cohesion somewhat lower. Furthermore, Morehouse found party voting for a governor’s program exceeded 70% in ten US state legislatures. National parliaments record much higher marks in party voting. In the European Parliament, party voting cohesion exceeded 75% in recent years.

Clearly by these standards, party voting in South Dakota is very low in all but one of these counties. Lawrence, the sole West River County in the large county NSP sample, varies dramatically from the others with nearly forty percent of divisive votes cast along party lines. This contradicts our earlier conclusion about West River counties, where we found more bipartisan cooperation than East River. In Lawrence, the single Democrat found himself voting “Nay” on a majority of spending items in opposition to the four Republican Commissioners. Moreover, he found himself alone on 44% of appointments motions as well (four of nine votes to appoint someone to a local board, not shown). At close to one-half, this level of party voting is comparable to other US legislatures. Clearly, we see party voting in Lawrence County during this period; however, this single case does not overturn the overall preponderance of evidence which shows widespread bipartisan cooperation in South Dakota’s county commissions.

Four of the five large NSP counties show low levels of party voting. Indeed, three of these commissions had very few divisive votes. Furthermore, in Minnehaha County—home to the state’s largest city—many divisive votes were on tax items; almost half of the non-unanimous votes were on minor tax abatement and refund motions (not shown). However even here, party votes were a small fraction of these non-unanimous tax items; the sole Minnehaha Democrat voted in opposition to the four Republican Commissioners on only seven of the 26 tax exemptions (26.9%).

In sum, this evidence suggests that South Dakota county commissions deal largely with administrative/bureaucratic decisions, which fall outside the realm of party politics. Few of the votes are divisive; and even these non-unanimous ones are primarily fiscal matters than involve less than $10,000 (i.e., very minor spending and taxation issues). In four of the five larger counties, party voting is very low compared to other legislatures.

The second inter-system factor that explains broad-spectrum party coalitions at the local level may be the size of the legislature. Few studies exist on this topic, but two older analyses on US state legislatures suggest smaller chambers are generally associated with more party cohesion. Using data from 1955 – 1965, one researcher finds higher levels of party cohesion in the Iowa Senate than the Iowa House, which is double the size of the upper-chamber. Relying on evidence from a 1981 nationwide survey of state legislators, another study similarly concludes that “party caucuses are most important in small chambers with evenly matched parties.” State legislatures have a moderate number of members in their chambers, typically at least several dozen.

The local legislatures we are dealing with in this study are tinier and operate much differently than state legislatures. Both personal dynamics and coalition strategy/calculus change dramatically when chamber size drops below twenty members. Specifically, the intimate nature of these micro-legislatures encourages inclusionary tactics. Hence, I posit that micro-legislatures, those with less than a couple dozen members, are less likely to be partisan than moderately-sized and larger legislatures.

In South Dakota, County Commissions are never more than five members; in Slovenia, most municipal councils number between ten and 20 members, with an overall average of less than 16 councilors. Such miniscule numbers encourage non-ideological decision-making, because consensus-building is usually a highly-valued norm in these micro-legislatures, where relations are often more intimate and less formal. Moreover, local legislators are more likely to be embedded in denser social networks in smaller communities. These multiple connections to other legislators extend beyond politics, especially into socio-cultural institutions and settings. All of this makes it more difficult to demonize one’s opponents, regardless of their membership in a rival party at the national level.

Moreover, small groups tend to exaggerate the influence of an individual. In my observations of micro-legislatures in the US, I have noticed the undue impact a single new legislator has on legislative dynamics. A new voice, with a different set of priorities, results in significant accommodation by the senior members. The latter are curious and cautious in their dealings, trying to gauge the newcomer’s perspectives and alliances. Simply put, the replacement of a single legislator in a five-person legislature affects interactions that are magnified beyond their role as one-fifth of the total. In comparison, a large contingent of freshman—even if they constitute more than 35% of the total—only marginally affects the continuing partisan norms of a larger legislature.

The third common factor that exists in both Slovenia and South Dakota is the continued rise of the personal vote. The personal vote was first identified by V.O. Key in his “friends and neighbors” analysis showing candidates for statewide office garnered a higher percent of the votes in their home county.30 Today, the concept acknowledges the development of personal ties between individual candidates and their constituents.31 Among members of the US Congress, these often idiosyncratic links usually reflect incumbents’ ability to redirect federal dollars to particular communities. Thus, the electoral connection is based on resource allocation and not on party affiliation or affinity.

However, at the local level, the personal vote operates much differently. It is based on pre-existing relationships formed as a result of familial, religious, ethnic, professional and other social institutions, often spanning a generation or more. In these smaller communities, voters often develop an intimate knowledge of first-time candidates from their previous experiences in a non-political environment. The party affiliation of the candidate is largely irrelevant to this warm relationship; rather the close ties arise from immediate first-hand (or close second-hand) interactions, almost always face-to-face.

As a result, local legislators can be assured of election—and more importantly reelection—regardless of their party affiliation and their level of cooperation with rival partisans. Unless local legislators take a series of unorthodox or unpopular stances, their continued personal relationships with constituents ensures their political survival. In such a serene partisan environment, legislators are not punished for formal and obvious cooperation with legislators from another party.

Moreover, contrary to common notions, local legislatures are not a “farm system” for higher office. While a ranking of elected offices clearly exists with a career ladder of sorts, relatively few national legislators begin their electoral careers in the lowest elected offices. Nearly all national elected officials begin their elective career in the middle of the ladder (like state legislatures), not near the bottom.32 Few local legislators have progressive ambitions to seek higher office. Rather, they are more likely to have a static ambition (i.e., to serve in a local legislature for a long period of time) or a discrete ambition (i.e., to serve in one particular elective office for a short period of time).

The circumscribed power of local governments described above further reinforces the importance of the personal vote, which diminishes partisan conflict. Powerful partisans in the superordinate government have ensured that their partisan opponents who gain power at the local level cannot subvert their policy preferences. Thus, national party organizations typically pay little attention to these local legislatures. Local legislatures are perceived as weak backwaters of power with little ability to affect major policy and little likelihood to produce candidates for higher office. Since their power is severely constrained, partisan swings in a particular election year rarely

30 See V.O. Key, Southern Politics in State and Nation (University of Tennessee Press, 1949 (1984)).
affect local legislators’ chances of reelection. Further, local legislative elections are often insulated from national electoral dynamics and party fortune swings by holding their elections at a different time of the year than state and national offices. Thus, local legislatures can be safely ignored by the party organizations. For these reasons, even while national politics is rife with hyper-partisanship, multi-party cooperation flowers at the local level in micro-legislatures in Slovenia and South Dakota.
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EUROPEAN E-READINESS? CYBER DIMENSION OF NATIONAL SECURITY POLICIES

Uroš SVETE

The majority of social processes have become very dependent on information and communication technologies (ICT) according to their quick development and increasing use. With the emergence of new technologies and growing dependence of society on ICT, threats have emerged, which experts described as new. Information security or cyber dimension of national security has thus become an increasing priority for the countries, but they face these new threats differently. This article contains a specialized in-depth analysis of the situation of ICT in Estonia, Switzerland, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The selection of the countries was based on their ICT development, experience with information threats and membership in various political and security organizations. We examined the following indicators: the incidence of threats, normative (legal) acts and actors who are responsible for assuring information security. These indicators subsequently allowed us a detailed understanding of ICT threats faced by selected countries and their responses to them.

1 INTRODUCTION

Today, the modern and technologically advanced state is undoubtedly facing the greatest structural change since the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War, referring to its economic, political, information and nonetheless security role. In our analysis, the latter is especially going to be emphasised, as the attitude towards the question of security has recently undergone a fundamental change, whilst the information dimension has become one of the key sources of social power.\(^1\) Cyberpower is now fundamental fact of global life, while in political, economic, and military...
affairs, information and information technology provide and support crucial elements of operational activities.⁴

Throughout the human history, technological-technical revolutions have always been a matter of security dimensions as well. However, few had had such a profound impact on the power relations as it has been the case with the information and communication technologies (the ICT) and the related information revolution. Even though we often think that the Cold War Era was primarily marked by the nuclear arms race and the struggle for resources in the physical (real) space, more and more authors have been looking for causes of the well-known outcome of this period as well as the final domination of the Western world in the development of information technology and its influence both on weapons systems and the ways of operation of both military and non-military organizational structures.⁵ In spite of differing explanations of causes and intentions that eventually led to the Internet’s predecessor, the ARPANET,⁶ an increasing consensus is emerging that the rise of the Internet-Protocol-based ICT and the creation of cyber space have undoubtedly changed the fundamental aspects of literally all social subsystems as well as the individual’s role within them. Regardless of how we assess the events of the late 1950s and early 1960s that brought about the informatisation of the world, there is no doubt that the cyberspace and security sector have been interrelated from the beginning, both in theoretical-conceptual and empirical sense, whereby their relationship has been of inverse-deductive character.

Hence, the discourse of a new conceptualisation of security is completely understandable. It is the looks or the external image of security that has changed so much. Apart from national, state and individual security,⁷ we nowadays also speak of cyber security, which is becoming more and more equivalent an agenda in the more developed states.⁸ Nevertheless, information or cyber threats are still so “new” that they are still fairly unresolved, especially as concerns international law. However, the only certainty regarding them is that these threats take place in the virtual space of the critical information infrastructure (the CII) and with the assistance of the ICT. Cyber threats to security are connected with the use of modern ICT. And they refer to cybercrime, espionage, terrorism, extortion, misleading, scams and information warfare. Recently, an increase in acts of cybercrime has been detected, causing an estimated $1,000 billion of damage globally
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⁶ Charles Herzfeld, ARPA Director (1965–1967) argued The ARPANET was not started to create a Command and Control System that would survive a nuclear attack, as many now claim. To build such a system was, clearly, a major military need, but it was not ARPA’s mission to do this; in fact, they would have been severely criticized had they tried. Rather, the ARPANET came out of our frustration that there were only a limited number of large, powerful research computers in the country, and that many research investigators, who should have access to them, were geographically separated from them (http://arpanet.co.tv/). On the other hand, however, Škrubej sees the main initiators of this network’s development in the tendencies towards setting up a command and communications network that would survive even a nuclear attack.
⁷ In the 1960s more complex definitions of national security appeared. According to the liberal and especially the constructivist critical security theory, the foci and security agenda had moved from the national state level towards non-state actors. But the new security understanding ("new security") did not acquire significant legitimacy until the end of the Cold War, when human beings/individuals as reference objects of security had been exposed to the collapse of the static bipolar world order and influence of the globalization (the concept of human security). See Edward Newman, "Human security and constructivism," International studies perspectives, 2, 3 (2011), 221–251.
every year. But cyber security will include not only technical issues, but also human matters – such as insider deception as well as normal human mistakes – and the problems of governance, both national and international.

Considering that, in 2010, there were approximately two billion Internet users (Internet World Stats) and that the cyberspace is decentralised (the Internet and the IP protocols operate without a single central server), we can assume with certainty that cyber threats are going to be an ever increasing security as well as a general social problem.

This article provides for a comparative analysis of the development in the sphere of information security in Estonia, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. These states were selected according to their informational development and experience with information threats, their membership in different political and security organisations, such as the EU and NATO, and, last but not least, due to their varying size, which is a matter of relevance. Namely, the selected states derive from differing strategic-cultural patterns and the culture has become fashionable in the mainstream international relations scholarship in the Post-Cold war era. One of the most surprising aspects of the renaissance of scholarly interest in culture has been the emerging consensus in national security policy studies that culture can affect significantly grand strategy and state behaviour. According to that finding we have chosen Switzerland which has maintained its military and political neutrality for several centuries and its stability has enabled it to develop one of the best and most stable banking systems in the world. On the other hand, Estonia has gone through a period of post-Cold-War transition and it is one of the few states that have experienced an all-out cyber attack, which left almost its entire critical infrastructure paralysed for several days. Sweden is a neutral Scandinavian state with a high level of ICT use that invests a lot in innovations. Yet the United Kingdom is a state belonging to the Anglo-Saxon political and value model, showing a relatively strong transatlantic orientation. Although we are aware of the fact that different states have had different experience in the field of ICT security, we are primarily interested in the similarities between models, since analyses and experience of this kind are of great importance in terms of providing information security in other countries.

Even though it may seem that researchers have an easy access to the sphere of information security, the empirical aspects of reality show a completely different picture. It is especially difficult to get the data on the number of attacks or incidents, be it either due to the classified nature of systems or due to companies’ unwillingness to disclose the aforementioned data for reasons such as their market positions or the possibility of losing their customers’ trust. Hence, the relevance of information or cyber threats can be studied indirectly, including the analysis of normative acts concerning information security, as well as it is important to identify the more prominent
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11 More precisely, 1,966,514,816; of this figure almost 500 million in Europe, which is an increase of 352% over the year 2000.

policy actors and stakeholders, the perception of threats and the influence of external actors on the development of policies.

2 The state of ICT in the selected European states

Information security and stability of the studied issue is of paramount importance for Switzerland. This state is interesting to analyse for several reasons, the most important being that it is neither a member of EU nor of NATO, yet it is a member state of the EFTA. It is one of the most developed states in terms of economy and its power is mainly drawn upon the financial sector. Switzerland has been pursuing a policy of armed neutrality for a long time and it maintains its national defence according to the principle of militia. Switzerland has a population of approximately 7.7 million, among which about 80% of those over 14 years of age use the World Wide Web services. The Global Competitiveness Index, annually updated by the Global Economic Forum ranked Switzerland as the first among 139 countries. According to this report, the state, among other things, puts the greatest emphasis on the development of innovations and infrastructure, which includes the information and communication infrastructure.

State and public administration, traffic, vital supplies, communication and economy are heavily dependent upon the operation of information systems, which is also stressed by the umbrella document, i.e., the Report of the Federal Council to the Federal Assembly on the Security Policy of Switzerland (henceforth, the “Report”). In 2010, the Global Information Technology Report ranked Switzerland as the fourth among 138 countries worldwide, based on the ICT index. The only three countries ranking higher were Sweden, Singapore and Finland. The reasons given above plus the obvious interweaving of different systems and information technology have stimulated the studying of this state’s information security.

The second state included in our analysis is Great Britain. According to the ITU for 2010, 82.5% of its citizens use the Internet, making it one of the leading EU Member States in this respect. The ever increasing e-inclusion of citizens simultaneously entails that they rely more and more on the ICT, which in turn opens greater possibilities for various cyber threats. The provision of cyber security has thus constantly been gaining salience as the number of individuals who do not use the Internet has been persistently decreasing. In its document, Manifesto For a Networked Nation, the British government sets a goal claiming that, by 2012, the country is due to get as close as possible to the situation in which everyone is an Internet user.

The British National Security Council rates cyber attacks performed either by other states or organised criminal groups and terrorists among the four threats of the highest priority for the next five years. The Council hence places cyber threats side-by-side to the international terrorism, international military crises and large-scale or natural disasters. The newest British National Security Strategy explains that United Kingdom is currently not facing military threats but that there are states that want to improve their position by using certain methods such as cyber attacks and espionage. With the use of cyberspace, the latter can be conducted from a safe distance, which further compromises the possibility of identifying the sources of such attacks and reduces political risks associated with espionage. This is but one example indicating that contemporary world calls for a consideration of more and more elements in the provision of national security, as the picture of potential threats is a far cry from the predictability of the Cold-War era.\(^20\)

Estonia, which is a member of both EU and NATO, is among the world’s most informationally developed states. Global Information Technology Report 2009-2010 places Estonia in the 23\(^{rd}\) place regarding households’ access to the Internet, whereas it is used regularly by 75.1% of the state’s population. The growth rate of broadband connections is increasing and is currently at 24.6%. According to the data by World Bank, the Estonian GDP per capita is $14,060 and a quarter of the entire research and development (R&D) budget is allocated to the ICT domain, yet this budget has been decreasing.

Estonia is the first state that practically implemented e-elections in 2005 and enabled e-voting at 2007 parliamentarian elections.\(^21\) In Estonia, 98% of all banking transactions and 82% of all tax returns are performed via the Internet. Additionally, most Estonian schools use e-learning. Personal ID cards and digital signatures have become part of everyday life both in public as well as private sectors.\(^22\)

However, because of a rapidly developing information society, the state has become more susceptible to information systems’ abuse on the part of terrorists and criminal groups. Hence, Estonia is one of the few states that have already faced an informational/cyber attack on the nation-wide scale, as many governmental web servers, banking and information services were out of service for two weeks.\(^23\)

In terms of our research topic, Sweden is another country of great interest, as it is a member of the European Union, but not of NATO and is regarded as one of the most informationally developed states in the world. This is confirmed by the Global Information Technology Report 2010-2011 published by the World Economic Forum, which places Sweden first among all the states worldwide as regards the status of the most networked economies (i.e., the most digitally developed/connected economies). In this respect, Sweden has the most suitable environment for the development of
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the ICT, which is contributed to by the state-of-the-art and highly developed information infrastructure plus a very good normative arrangement as well as a favourable market environment.

The data provided by the World Bank\textsuperscript{24} indicate that Swedish economy, having $48,840 of GDP per capita, is one of the most developed European and global economies. A large portion of its economy is represented by the ICT industry, therefore it is not surprising that, already in 2003, Sweden allocated approximately one third of its entire R&D budget, which was about 1\% of its whole GDP back then, to the sphere of ICT.\textsuperscript{25}

Obviously, Sweden has been pursuing an explicitly positive policy towards the ICT and it could also be argued that it has not only been striving for developing any kind of information society, but for a modern or the most advanced one. This is confirmed by the fact that, in 2010, 92.5\% of the entire Swedish population was using the Internet, which makes Sweden second only to Iceland and Norway.\textsuperscript{26} At the same time, the state has been attempting to digitalise its operation as much as possible and to enable access to public or state services via the Internet (in the form of eHealth, eGovernment, ePublic Administration, etc.) and to bring them even closer to its citizens.

However, such growth in the dependency of the workings of the entire society on the ICT also brings its own pitfalls and security risks, a fact Sweden is well aware of. In the field of security or defence, Sweden once again represents a special case, since it has developed the so-called concept of “total defence”, which is evident in the provision of information security as well. Namely, the state has been pursuing a very holistic approach towards tackling these threats. In its analysis of threats and the formulation of corresponding solutions, Sweden has not limited its scope only to its own problems, but it has also paid due attention to difficulties other informationally developed countries have so far encountered. Apart from state actors, Sweden has also engaged private businesses and individuals working in the ICT domain in order to confront the threats to information security. Evidently, Sweden has, at least in part, transferred its concept of total defence into the field of information security provision, which is actually a responsibility of each and everyone connected with the ICT in the same manner.

3 \textbf{The perception of cyber threats in the selected states}

Switzerland strongly stresses the perception of threats by its citizens and service users, who have the possibility of reporting irregularities to the competent state authorities. Due to its position within the international community, this state is exceptionally sovereign in its operation, which, however, does not entail that it pays no attention to developments in its close and/or distant surroundings. Among the perceived threats in 2010, the


most important ones were attacks on the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) ICT systems, inaccessibility of certain websites, which is designated as the DDoS (Deliberate Denial of Service Attack) in the international environment, computers logging into malicious networks (i.e., the Botnet), illegal acquisition of sensitive data, such as passwords, usernames, credit card numbers, etc. (phishing), permanent threats, such as computer viruses, worms, Trojans and spam, misleading e-messages, known as hoaxes, spyware and so on. There have been more and more perceived attacks on mobile telecommunication devices, such as “smart” mobile phones.27

These claims are corroborated by some statistical data acquired from state services entrusted with the task of providing Switzerland’s information security. These data show the percentages of specific threats reported by the inhabitants of Switzerland, as follows: spam (19.5%), hard pornography (17.8%), absence of age checking for access to such contents (14.9%). The incidence of fraught has been on the increase,28 as it comprised 4.6% of reports over the studied period, corresponding to an 86-% increase in the numbers of this type of threats. Internet-based business crime has been on the decrease and reached “only” 3.3% of all reported perceived threats and dangers, which is 8 per cent less than the rate recorded in 2007 – 11.3%.29

Very important is also an awareness of political establishment, cyber threats are not coming just from individual hackers. So Swiss defence minister Maurer stressed that the danger no longer comes from single individuals, but rather from organisations or even states that seek potentially damaging information about a country and its businesses and institutions. Maurer also said that the massive amount of investment made in cyber-security in the past by Switzerland may not be enough now and added that threats could target mainly the energy, gas, transport and water sectors.30

A trend of increasing international cooperation for providing ICT security can be observed in Switzerland. Being a highly developed state and a member of the EFTA, it is of interest to Switzerland that it maintains and provides a high degree of security also for the CII systems, as this preserves its credibility in the international community and on international (financial) markets. Efforts for increasing information security had amounted to the first pan-European exercise in the context of critical infrastructure protection under the name of Cyber Europe, which took place on November 4, 2010 and checked the response capabilities of EU and EFTA Member States in case of a cyber attack. This exercise saw the participation of 22 states with 150 experts from 70 public services. It was led by the European Network and Information Security Agency (the ENISA) and Switzerland took part in it as well. Even though the readiness for such threats was found to be good, the ministers of participating states agreed on additional increase of information security.

28 In our case, the category of fraud encompasses the activities associated with internet scams conducted by using the ICT.
In Swiss debates over information security, experience and conceptual development of the NATO have also been taken into account. Swiss authorities carefully monitored Lisbon NATO Summit where achievements and results of Member States’ exercise, dubbed the “Cyber Coalition 2010”, were stressed. It is noteworthy that, in its Report, Switzerland complies with and pursues the same goals as NATO, that is, energy and information security. Switzerland has been very carefully considering foreign experience and has been attempting to implement the good practices of organisations and states in its legal order, even though it is not a member of the international organisations concerned.

As we have already found out, Sweden is one of the most informationally developed states in the world. The ICT is now embedded in literally every aspect of Swedish society. This means that the (efficient) performance of a society or a state, and consequently, of an individual, has been more and more ICT-dependent. Even though ICT allows for easier and faster execution of various (social and state) functions, the increase in this dependence also means a growing degree of vulnerability and security issues in case of errors, accidents or attacks on these systems. Considering that Sweden is among the most informationally developed states in the world, it comes as no surprise that it tops the ranks in terms of the number of incidents related to cybercrime. In the recent years, Sweden has been experiencing increases in ICT-related criminality. Its state institutions have perceived the following threats as the most frequent ones: hacking into computer systems, infections with computer viruses, information thefts, unauthorised data manipulations and hoaxes. According to the 2010 data by National Council for Crime Prevention, 31 there were 852 acts of Internet-based hoaxes and 299 acts related to Internet child pornography (19% increase over 2009), constituting criminal offences, plus 420 cases of crimes against the Law on personal computerised information, a 72%-increase over the previous year.

Phishing, which is often used in the financial sector, represents another significant problem. Since 2006, when Swedish bank Nordea suffered $1.1 million worth of damage, caused by the use of malicious software, banks have been intensively engaging this issue. 32

An extraordinarily frequent way of attacking information systems is the DDoS, which most often affects websites of Swedish state institutions, political parties and larger companies. The number of these attacks has increased significantly since the arrest of Julian Assange in late 2010 in Great Britain, with websites of Swedish government being the primary targets. Additionally, Swedish governmental institutions claim that criminal acts performed via the Internet are becoming more and more sophisticated. There has been a growing number of carefully pre-planned cyber attacks, using a wide and branched (complex) network of hijacked or hired computers (according to certain data of the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency, there were about 27,000 botnets in 2008 in Sweden), which makes the finding of perpetrators much more difficult. 33

---

32 Francois Paget, Cybercrime and Hacktivism (Santa Clara: McAfee, 2010).
State services’ report also warns Swedish government of insufficient readiness for possible attacks and malfunctions of the ICT. Network and/or computer systems errors have already crippled the operation of the governmental system, media and even health services. Thus, Sweden has been encountering numerous forms of threats to information security and has developed a vast array of actors to counteract them. Apart from threats directly affecting it, Sweden constantly monitors international or global developments concerning information security (e.g. cyber attacks on Estonia and Israel/Gaza information operations). In Sweden’s opinion, efficient provision of information security is only possible through continuous development of technology, formation of a unified legislative framework and monitoring of users’ behaviour patterns. At the same time, Sweden sees deepened and intensified international cooperation (especially so within the EU) as a countermeasure against the information threats. Sweden is actually well aware that the provision of information security is a key component of the (wider) provision of national security.

Great Britain, just as Switzerland and Sweden, also describes ICT threats as deserving the greatest possible attention. Therefore, the protection of cyberspace is one of its top national security priorities. There is a whole range of cyberspace risks, ranging from hostile attacks from other countries to people using it for terrorist purposes and, what may be the most evident one, cyber criminals. However, Internet still enables many possibilities for its every user. Such Internet-related dangers and possibilities will probably undergo a significant increase over the next five to ten years and so will the dependence on web communications and transactions. Hence, security of the use of ICT is now more important than ever before.

The most prevalent threats in Great Britain are Trojans and adware, representing 33.7% and 21.1% of infections, respectively, whereas the most common Internet incidents are virus attacks (34%), phishing attacks (22%), online identity thefts (21%) and e-mail or website hoaxes (15%). In the United Kingdom, there is a strong awareness of the dangers cyber attacks pose. This topic is often written about in the media, which provides for the wider public’s awareness, a crucial component in the provision of information security culture.

For many years now, large numbers of attempted hacks and various cyber threats that could compromise national security have been recorded. In one of his speeches, the Chancellor of the Exchequer (i.e., the minister of HM Treasury) said, inter alia, that there were over 20,000 malicious e-mails sent into governmental networks every month. The HM Treasury Department has been the most exposed to attacks, as in 2010, hundreds of serious and pre-planned hacking attempts against its computer system were performed.

---

Organised criminal groups are no exception when it comes to ever more frequent use of the ICT, either. In 2010, a special unit of British police forces for e-crime, in cooperation with the banking sector, exposed and foiled a criminal association of Eastern Europeans that operated in the Essex area and had managed to steal up to £20 million from current accounts of British citizens during its entire lifetime. Every month, the association was able to gain £2 million only by stealing data needed to log into the banking system, whereby criminals were using sophisticated software and the entire operation was allegedly coordinated by the gang boss using only a single laptop.

3.1 Cyber attacks as a threat to national security: the case of Estonia

The Estonian cyber conflict in the spring of 2007 has attracted a great deal of interest. Some describe the case as the first official and publicly described cyber war against a country. Others point out that it was not a war but a cyber riot. Nevertheless it was the wake-up call showing the potential risks of hacktivism. Although there is no hard evidence linking the Russian government to the cyber attacks launched against Estonian government websites during the week of April 27, 2007, at least one prominent Russian Nashi youth leader, Konstantin Goloskokov, has admitted his involvement along with some associates. Goloskokov turned out to be the assistant to State Duma Deputy Sergei Markov of the pro-Kremlin Unified Russia party.

Attacks, which began on April 27, 2007, occurred in three waves in which 128 DoS (Denial of Service) attacks, aimed at the entire Estonian information system, were conducted. The first wave of attacks began only hours after unrest and massive demonstrations of members of Russian minority had broken out in Tallinn, due to the removal of the Red Army memorial. DDoS attacks targeted Estonian Internet service providers and governmental websites and caused a drastic sudden upsurge in incoming web traffic into Estonia, while posts appeared on Russian forums giving instructions on how to perform ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) attacks.

On April 30, another wave of attacks followed, this time causing overload and unavailability of the parliamentarian server for two days. It began with the publication of the list of e-mail addresses of members of Estonian parliament who had voted in favour of memorial's removal. This was followed by an appeal to spread the list through the Internet as quickly as possible. Hackers also broke into the Reform Party’s website and published a forged written apology of Estonian Prime Minister concerning the removal of the memorial.

The third wave of attacks was taking place between May 3 and May 9, with the highest level of severity and frequency of assaults. The largest of them happened on May 8-9 when data traffic was at 400 times the normal levels, thus causing a 200-fold increase in network loads. About one million

42 Jeffrey Carr, Inside Cyber Warfare (Sebastopol: O'Reilly Media Inc., 2009).
computers from all around the world (USA, Canada, Brazil and Vietnam) simultaneously sent requests at Estonian websites. During the day, additional new 58 DDoS attacks followed, forcing the two largest Estonian banks to stop all transactions for several hours, inflicting millions of dollars of damage upon them.\textsuperscript{43}

Estonian web pages were also attacked by the SQL injection\textsuperscript{44} and users of Estonian mobile networks were receiving false SMS messages claiming they had been sent by the Estonian government. Apart from hackers, Script kiddies\textsuperscript{45} also played an important role.

Larger attacks finally ended on May 28 and its aftermath included a total inoperability of the parliament, a majority of ministries, political parties, larger media companies, banks and the Estonian Telecom. Electronic banking and governmental communications were broken as well. Additionally, attacks caused great surprise among the citizens as they were unable to perform most of the Internet-based services. Estonian government accused the Russian government of performing the attacks right away and Tallinn immediately activated the EU and NATO mechanisms and demanded the instant adoption of the Strategy for Preventing Cyber Attacks.\textsuperscript{46}

### 4 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF CYBERSPACE IN NATIONAL SECURITY FRAMEWORKS

The formulation of a national security strategy is a priority of the state and, at the same time, it represents a fundamental normative stipulation that identifies the threats and directs the development of a national security policy. In its national security strategy, Great Britain defines cyber attacks on individuals, organisations and the state not as something that may happen in the future, but sees them as a threat of today, which is one of the reasons that Britain has identified the need for immediate action. Great Britain is already too dependent on cyberspace, which has become deeply woven into its society and is an element of both economy and security, to afford ignoring any of the more significant risks that obtain from such a situation. Moreover, we can expect the cyberspace-related threats to increase substantially in the next 10 years, as the country’s dependence on ICT is going to further increase with the implementation of the third generation of Internet (a.k.a., the Internet of Things). On the other hand, provision of a suitable level of cyber security in all areas represents a basis for a better assertion of state’s comparative advantages in the future.\textsuperscript{47}

How implementation of elements presented by the National Security Strategy should proceed is defined by the SDSR – Strategic Defence and Security Review, which also anticipates the establishment of the Defence Cyber Operations Group. One of its tasks is to assure the

\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{44} Attackers use SQL injection for stealing and manipulating confidential data and for compromising the system.

\textsuperscript{45} Persons lacking deeper computer knowledge who use hacking tools developed by others that are publicly accessible, precisely following the instructions in the process.


interconnectedness of country’s cyber and traditional military capabilities. The group is thus going to bring together experts from all the fields related to defence, so that they will be able to support Great Britain’s and allies’ cyber operations with a view to protecting the key networks and developing new cyber capabilities.\(^{49}\)

The National Security Strategy builds upon the first cyber security strategy adopted by Great Britain in 2009 and, as far as cyberspace is concerned, it especially emphasises risk reduction, seizing the opportunities and improvements in capacities of knowledge, capabilities and decision-making.\(^{45}\) Currently, a new version of cyber security strategy is being prepared and it is going to elaborate on the objectives defined by the National Security Strategy and the Strategic Defence and Security Review and will include guidelines for offensive responses of the state against potential cyber threats.\(^{50}\) In the Strategic Defence and Security Review, the UK government also prepared a plan for introducing the National Cyber Security Programme intended to reduce the gap between the demands of modern economy on the one hand and ever increasing threats related to cyberspace on the other. The government is going to allocate a sum of £650 million in support of this programme during the next four years.\(^{51}\)

Actors cooperating in this domain are numerous and operate in different specialised areas. The supreme body within the government responsible for network and information science is the Office of Cyber Security and Information Assurance (OCSIA), organised within the Government’s Cabinet Office and is entrusted with the planning of cyber security and controlling other bodies regarding the attainment of strategic cyber objectives (http://www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/content/cyber-security). The monitoring of health within the cyberspace is the task of the Cyber Security Operations Centre (CSOC), which also serves as a coordinating body when measures are applied in response to incidents. Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) is an advisory body offering consultations to businesses operating in the UK, informing companies of security and encouraging them to adopt security measures that would help towards establishing good practice cases of security within the UK business community. The Home Office bears the main responsibility for controlling computer crime and protecting the UK’s key national infrastructure. In order to reduce the vulnerability of state infrastructure to terrorism and other threats, the Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI) offers security consulting to businesses and organisations that set up the national infrastructure. The national technical body, Communications-Electronics Security Group (CESG), provides information, consulting and assistance to the government and other organisations as regards important information services. The Information Assurance Policy and Program Board (IAPPB) and the Chief Information Officer (CIO) Council from the Cabinet Office are responsible for implementing the NIAS (National Information Assurance Strategy). Several organisations from the academia and industry participate in various stages

---


of developing and implementing the national policy on data protection. The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) takes care of data and privacy protection.\textsuperscript{52} Also, the Home Office and the Metropolitan Police have established a special police unit that is specialised in e-crime, designated Police Central e-Crime Unit.\textsuperscript{53}

Additionally, Great Britain also has many different Computer Emergency Response Teams (the CERTs), namely 2 in the government, 1 military, 11 for users, 3 research and educational plus four others,\textsuperscript{54} which perform specific tasks.

Similarly, Switzerland adopted a consolidated document at the level of national security strategy under the name of Bericht des Bundesrates an die Bundesversammlung über die Sicherheitspolitik der Schweiz.\textsuperscript{55} This Report was adopted in 2010 and has been the only one after 1999. Notably, 11 years had passed between the two reports, which is definitely (too) long a period for the information age.

In this Report, information is referred to as “an increasingly important good”.\textsuperscript{56} As a consequence, attacks against information and communication infrastructure are defined as a direct threat and danger to the state, as this infrastructure is the main conductor of information. Compared to the 1999 Report, the threats and dangers to information and communication infrastructure are now placed as 6th instead of 7th in the 2010 Report and are now unambiguously defined in greater detail. What is new in this report is the definition of threats and dangers to the CII that have a high probability in the next 10-15 years and would have a medium-size impact on the state. This is related to the fact that the CII is a key component of critical infrastructure’s elements, which could primarily be affected by threats and dangers at electronic level.

With the intent to facilitate the operation of the Swiss CII society, the Federal Council adopted the Information Society Strategy in 1998 and then remoulded and amended it in 2006. The aim of this change was a quick, coordinated and useful introduction of ICT into the society and its organisations. State and public administration began an accelerated implementation of e-governance or e-services, such as e-health.

There are several stakeholders involved in the formulation of legal order that guarantees the provision of a suitable level of ICT security; hence the policy is formulated by different national-level actors. We are going to present only the most important ones, i.e., those that have a direct influence on the formulation of policies and play their role on a daily basis. The most important stakeholder in the development is undoubtedly the Federal Council, which, through its bodies, oversees the development of ICT policy. There are three ministries\textsuperscript{57} of more significant importance within the Federal Council that govern the development of documents related to this area, as follows: the Ministry of Environment, Traffic, Energy and Communication


\textsuperscript{53} More information available at PCeU; http://www.met.police.uk/pceu/ (December 2011).


\textsuperscript{57} In Switzerland, these are called “departments” (originally, “Departementen”).
(originally, Eidgenössisches Departement für Umwelt, Verkehr, Energie und Kommunikation – UVEK), the Ministry of Justice and Police (originally, Eidgenössisches Justiz und Polizeidepartement – EJPD) and the Ministry of Finance (originally, Eidgenössisches Finanzdepartement – EFD). Various bodies operate within these ministries, having the responsibility of providing CII security.

The department in charge is the Ministry of Finance, which established the Federal Information Council for this purpose (originally, Informatikrat Bund – IRB), bearing the strategic responsibility for ICT in the Federal Administration. The IRB hence plans the strategy, architecture and protection of the ICT and determines its mid- and long-term development. Its administrative body for plotting the course of ICT is the Federal Information Strategy Body (originally, Informatikstrategieorgan Bund – ISB).

The Report and Analysis Service for Information Security (originally, Melde- und Analysestelle Informationssicherung – MELANI) can be regarded as the most important body in this respect. It is under the jurisdiction of the ISB and was established to fulfil the tasks of early detection and resolution of difficulties for the needs of both the Federal Administration and the armed forces. In Switzerland, MELANI has the jurisdiction and tasks of a governmental CERT. Every half a year, this service issues an utterly exhausting report on information security for the past six months. MELANI is actually intended for two distinct groups of clients, namely administrators of critical infrastructure within Switzerland and ICT users in domestic setting. The Swiss see it as the main body for protecting the CII.58

Under the jurisdiction of Ministry of the Environment, Transportation, Energy and Communication lies the Federal Bureau of Communication (originally, Bundesamt für Kommunikation – BAKOM). The Bureau was established in 1992 and is primarily focused upon the communication aspect of the CII, as Switzerland regards its television, radio and telecommunications component. There are also examples of public-private partnerships (the SWITCH Foundation – entrusted with the domain .ch), which are overseen by the BAKOM. SWITCH-CERT is one of the “groups for emergency computer intervention” in Switzerland. Other organisations with competences and responsibilities of the CERT in Switzerland include the CC-SEC, GovCERT.ch (MELANI), IP-Plus CERT and OS-CIRT.59

The Federal Office of Police, containing the Coordination Service for the Fight against Cybercrime (originally, Koordinationsstelle zur Bekämpfung der Internet-Kriminalität – KOBIK) is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Justice and Police. The KOBIK was established in 2002, parallel to the Federal Office of Police. It is a publicly accessible service receiving individuals’ reports of suspected cases of cybercrime. Its tasks encompass the fight against Internet-based crime, including websites featuring racist, extremist and hard-porn contents; it investigates cases of unauthorised access into computer systems, illegal weapons trade, etc. When evidence has been collected, cases are submitted to competent criminal prosecution authorities at home as well as abroad.

58 The Special Headquarters for Information Security (originally, Sonderstab Informationssicherung – SONIA) meets during the times of crisis, more precisely, when CII experiences disturbances. It is chaired by an official from the ISB and consists of representatives from the Federal Administration and economy. See Melde- und Analysestelle Informationssicherung MELANI. Available at http://www.isb.admin.ch/themen/sicherheit/00152/00175/index.html?lang=en (10 May 2011).
Unlike Great Britain and Switzerland, Sweden has no single document in the field of national security strategy, as objectives of information security are set down in the national strategy, which currently has an unclear status, as several versions thereof exist, mutually complementing each other. The first version of the abovementioned strategy was presented in a form of a draft act made by the government and entitled Society’s Security and Preparedness, wherein we can find that, in terms of information security, Sweden’s goal is to preserve a high level of information security throughout the entire society and to an extent that would enable the society to confront the obstruction of critical social functions and prevent it, whereas efforts invested into the attainment of this goal should be evenly distributed across the whole society, from state actors down to the very individual.60

In 2005, the government formulated a new draft act entitled Collaboration in the Event of Crises – For a more secure Society, representing an amendment to the previous draft act. This one states that the 2002 National Information Security Strategy should incorporate the capability of detection, intervention and action in relation to interferences in the IT systems important to society. Trust and security in the use of IT should increase. Sweden should strive towards increasing security and improving integrity protection.61

In 2006, the government authorised The National Post and Telecom Agency – PTS) to propose a strategy that would improve the Internet security in Sweden (Strategy for increased Security for Internet Infrastructure). The vision of the government is that the Internet in Sweden should become safe, fast and widely accessible within a time limit of ten years. It is also deemed important that individuals trust the services that are based on the Internet, legal, financial and social interactions and that these services operate safely, reliably and fast. In this context, the PTS had to cooperate with relevant actors in the ICT sphere in order for proposals to win greater support. The PTS states that, in case of a malfunction or a collapse that could cause a widespread interruption or an interference that would disable the use of Internet for larger groups, individual users, important companies, authorities or organisations, it is important to provide a long-term protection of the critical functions within the Internet infrastructure. A large part of the infrastructure is provided by private operators. Hence public enterprises are of essential importance, as follows from the assumption that the market cannot meet the stated objectives by itself. Later, in 2009, this strategy was improved and renamed as the Action plan for internet security.62

In line with the specification in the field of information security, the government prepared the Plan of Action for eGovernment in 2008, stating that authorities should encourage collaboration of different sectors with the eGovernment, enable them to access information as easily as possible and provide that this information be as useful as possible to them. Authorities should meet the technical requirements for supporting the eGovernment’s operation and assure a high degree of security that stimulates trust in eGovernment among the people. Accordingly, the operational support across different sectors should be common and coordinated to the extent that unnecessary costs are avoided and overall productivity is increased.63

61 Ibid.
62 Ibid., 77.
63 Ibid., 21.
During the same year, the government authorised the MSB to prepare the Action plan for information security in Sweden. The MSB recognised the urge for formulating exhausting regulations that would concern all the offices under governmental control as the primary need and it also stated that the obligations of certain sectors in the process of IT policy implementation had to be clarified. Furthermore, the MSB emphasised the need for establishing baseline social information security, which is a precondition for protecting information assets that have become essential for economy and public sector alike. Thirdly, the MSB stated that the society had to be capable of confronting widespread IT crises and disturbances and hence proposed that a national operative coordinating office be established. Shortage of IT experts at all the levels of society was also identified and investments in educating such personnel were proposed.64

The fragmentation of actors in the formulation of ICT-related documents makes it evident that Sweden lacks a single governmental body that would be acknowledged as a national security agency by the actors operating within the ICT domain. Instead, numerous institutions operate in this sphere, such as: National Postal and Telecommunications Agency, overseen by the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications, Swedish Data Inspection Board, supervised by the Ministry of Justice, Swedish Emergency Management Agency, National Defence Radio Establishment, assisting the Ministry of Defence, the Swedish Defence Material Administration and the Swedish Security Service, sharing responsibilities and qualifications, as well as cooperating in order to provide information security and security of ICT infrastructure in Sweden.

Apart from cooperation among public actors in the field of internet security in Sweden, there is also a very good cooperation between public and private entities, which is corroborated by the case of SurfaLugnt, a national actor striving for a safer Internet, representing one of the most successful partnerships of IT industry and relevant public authorities. The partnership, which has been encouraging the development of professional knowledge and access to channels and which has been established as an alliance, is seen as more credible and as having more chance of winning attention on the part of target groups and the media.65

Differing from the rest of the states included in our research, Estonian documents and their basic characteristics can be divided into two distinct periods: the first one until 2007 and the second one from 2007 onwards. We are going to focus primarily on the second period.

Approximately six months after the cyber attacks had occurred, the government adopted a system of security measures for the information system. The regulation set up a system of security measures for information systems that are used for processing data coming from local and national databases. The system of security measures is composed of a procedure for the specification of security measures and a list of organisational and physical IT measures for protecting data. Emergency Act has also been adopted. The latter serves as a normative basis for crisis management, including the preparations for responding to emergency cases, as well as for providing uninterrupted operation of vital services. The Act also includes provisions stipulating and regulating the organisation of banking and

65 Ibid., 12–13.
telecommunication data protection, plus the provisions defining the critical infrastructure, which includes as follows: telephone and communication networks, cable casting networks, radio broadcasting networks and naval radio networks.  

Soon after the attack, the Cyber Defence League was established. It is a voluntary organisation bringing together computer scientists, programmers and software engineers from private and public sector. In case of a cyber war, its experts would be responsible for defence and would operate under a single command during wartime.

Certainly the most important document, adopted in 2008, is the Strategy of Cyber Security in Estonia 2008–2013. The strategy was adopted by the Cyber Security Strategy Committee, lead by the Ministry of Defence in cooperation with the Ministry of Education and Research, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Economics Affairs and Communications, Ministry of the Interior and Ministry of Foreign Relations. This strategy defines the priorities and activities for improving the security in the country’s cyberspace. It focuses on the following issues: responsibility of state and private organisations, assessments of vulnerability of critical national infrastructure, system of response, domestic and international legal instruments, international cooperation, training and informing on growing matters of contention. However, the strategy does not encompass national measures for the prevention of cybercrime, as the Ministry of Justice has already formulated punitive policies for the fight against cybercrime and Ministry of the Interior has prepared a draft list of priorities for providing Estonia’s internal security until 2015.

Notably, prior to the cyber attacks of 2007, threats to the information system had not been perceived as strongly as have been thereafter. Moreover, the documents and strategies that had been adopted had fallen under the scope of the Ministry of Economics Affairs and Communications. Documents had been adopted slowly, every couple of years or so. However, after 2007, an overturn happened, as the state has since responded to the attack with accelerated adoption of documents that should provide a higher degree of security within Estonia and the subject-matter has become a domain of the Ministry of the Defence instead of the Ministry of Economics Affairs and Communications.

There are literally vast numbers of actors responsible for providing network and information security in Estonia. They can be divided into state bodies, including the CERT, organisations from the industry and the academia, plus other bodies and organisations whose roles and responsibilities are related to the provision of information security.

As far as state actors are concerned, the Ministry of Economics Affairs and Communications and the Ministry of Defence play the most important role, mutually cooperating in the domain of information security policy, which also

includes crisis management, cybercrime, education and training. The interior ministry has the most important role in terms of crisis management, cybercrime and critical infrastructure. It is responsible for the coordination of information security in Estonia and cooperates with the Ministry of Economics Affairs and Communications for that purpose. The detection and investigation of information crimes is the responsibility of the IT Crimes Office, Central Criminal Police.

There are still many other state bodies related to the provision of information security and their activities pertain to the control function, data protection on the Internet, coordination of actors and provision of high-quality national network infrastructure.

The Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT) has a special place reserved within the country, as it is responsible for managing security incidents in the .ee computer networks. It also serves as a contact point for international cooperation in matters of information security.

Industrial organisations have the fundamental responsibility in terms of state control over the lawfulness of personal data processing, management of databases and access to information of public character.

Organisations from the academia also play an important role, since they provide information and technology programmes for experts who develop the resources for Estonian information society and they as well train high-quality experts in information technology. The aims of the remaining organisations include the informing of users as to the safe use of the Internet, control and provision of security of information systems, plus the education and training of consumers.

5 CONCLUSION

Cyber threats have long since ceased to be a matter of future and science fiction and have become undoubtedly real. It is true that tracking or identifying the perpetrators is extremely difficult, as the removal of traces in cyberspace is much easier than in the real life, but the consequences for the operation of an increasing number of social systems, which are ever more serious, nevertheless have to be considered primarily. Even though cyberspace is a parallel virtual space, the attacks within it exert ever greater effects on the real-world life. Even a small-scale attack on the information infrastructure of a banking system that would disable its operation in entirety or even just one of the services, could disable the current operation not only of banks, but of an entire economy. Damage inflicted on the national level can have enormous consequences, transcending national borders. As a second example, we can mention hacking into centres of public warning systems to which individuals can report cases of traffic accidents, natural disasters, diseases, fires, spills, etc. A hack that would result in a temporarily disabled operation of the system would consequently render the systems we nowadays consider as taken for granted inoperative. Not to mention all possible cataclysmic events in case transportation infrastructure would be compromised.

The examples given above hence imply the fact that, in the countries we have studied, the ICT and, as a consequence, the e-services, have already become very important and deeply embedded into their workings. Thus, the
attention paid to information security is a logical response of the modern state, which, in the national security sense, has had more and more trouble defining its priorities and mechanisms to achieve them.

A further indicator showing that the information security has been an ever important objective of states’ policies is also an ever increasing number of public and private actors these states have been establishing for tackling this issue. The more states have implemented the Internet into their societies’ workings, the greater the number of actors that should provide security to information systems and their users has been. In our analysis of states, we have also been able to notice that, in the presence of negative experience, states have been paying more attention to these new threats, which is especially evident in the case of Estonia. However, numerous information attacks, especially those that have had a large media profile, apart from causing direct and indirect damage, have also raised the level of individual awareness about the extent of threats and their consequences both for national and individual security. Therefore states have been attempting to include the end users of ICT services into their efforts to raise the level of information security (i.e., into various security schemes). For this purpose, many institutions have been devised, such as the CERT, the Swiss KOBIK and the like, enabling individuals to report different cyber incidents, whereas Sweden has made one step further and has set down in its documents that the responsibility for achieving information security should also be on the part of individuals.

The analysis of conceptual acts can help explain the relation of a state towards the security problématique. Therefore, it comes as no surprise that almost all the countries we have studied have already formulated strategies of information security and the documents are relatively recent. Only Switzerland is still in the phase of formulating such a document (it should be finished till the end of 2011), whereas Great Britain is already preparing a newer version. Maybe a bit more surprising is that all these countries have, at least to some extent, taken into account the normative arrangements of EU and/or NATO when drawing up their documents, even though not all of them are members of these two international organisations. This is a testimony to the awareness of states that threats to information security know no national borders and that this is essentially an international or a global problem that calls for a coordinated action of states at national and international levels alike. And exactly this has been more and more important a characteristic of the modern security environment. In short, states are forced to cooperate, especially in relation to technological or environmental threats. However, the analysis of conceptual frameworks in the selected states also leads us to a conclusion that Europe is currently witnessing adaptation and searching for appropriate ways of confronting this issue, which is also indicated by the continuous amending and adopting of new normative documents.

Regardless of all measures, a full security of ICT systems is impossible, therefore cyber security policies should no longer focus predominantly on protective measures, but should put more effort into restoring a state of normalcy after an attack has taken place.71 Undoubtedly, cyberspace complexity demands a new security paradigm and a broader social consensus, but at the same time it is clear that conventional security
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instruments can also play a significant role when cyber space security is an issue. Namely, they are responsible for dealing with states of emergency and for crisis management. Unquestionably, we will be facing a tremendous social crisis if critical information infrastructure is paralysed or completely destroyed, be it intentionally or unintentionally. The last great earthquake in Japan has shown that a complex crisis is not just theory but it could also become a reality. Given the importance of ICT in modern societies, similar complex crises could arise from cyberspace. If this happens the society will have to mobilise all the adequate resources for restoring technical systems as well as ICT-based critical infrastructures.

Therefore we can agree with Brotby that the road to information security goes through corporate governance. No one can solve cyber security challenges by delegating them to government officials. Although information security is often viewed as a technical issue, it is also a governance challenge that involves risk management, reporting and accountability. As such, it requires the active engagement of executive management. Today’s economic environment demands that enterprises in both the public and private sectors reach beyond traditional boundaries. Citizens, customers, educators, suppliers, investors and other partners are all demanding more access to strategic resources. As enterprises reinvent themselves to meet this demand, traditional boundaries are disappearing and the premium on information security is rising. Heightened concerns about critical infrastructure protection and some other security initiatives are accelerating this trend. Therefore, there is no doubt cyber security can be reached only through participation of all users and by reaching consensus on the definition of threats and on methods of dealing with them. This amounts to a lot of work for traditional as well as newborn security actors.
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THE SOCIAL POLICY CHALLENGES OF EUROPE 2020 IN THE EU CANDIDATE COUNTRIES: THE CASE OF CROATIA AND MACEDONIA

Maja GEROVSKA MITEV and Paul STUBBS

This paper examines the social dimension of the EU’s Europe 2020 Strategy in two EU candidate countries (Croatia and Macedonia). The text outlines both the positive attributes of the new Strategy and addresses criticisms it has received. The two countries analysed show diverging trends, but also face similar challenges, in relation to the incorporation of Europe 2020 indicators and targets in employment, education, and poverty and social inclusion. The new indicators and targets may promote greater influence of the European Union in the creation of social policy at national level. At the same time, there is a need to support candidate countries where there are gaps in statistical data for evidence-based policies, a lack of strategic capacity, significant fiscal constraints, and a lack of political will. The paper concludes by addressing implications in relation to the identification of the poor and impacts on social protection systems and overall public policies.

1 INTRODUCTION

Systems of social protection as well as corresponding social policies in the countries of South East Europe (SEE) have been subjected to continuous changes since the 1990s. These changes have been produced by both internal and external factors, including: the transformation of the political (and socio-economic) systems and ideologies, labour market restructuring and demographic ageing. In addition, a range of international organizations have played a crucial role in framing policy choices and offering technical and financial support for institutional and legislative changes in the field of social policy. Although the European Union has been criticized as lagging behind other international organizations in relation to the governance of
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social policy, for the countries in South East Europe (particularly when these countries became candidate countries for EU membership), the EU represents an important factor for change. Again, despite its limited social/acquis, and continued emphasis on the sovereignty of nation states in the social policy making process, the EU’s social dimension can act as a catalyst for change challenging conservative bureaucratic policy structures, and, at times, as a counterweight to the social policy prescriptions offered by international financial institutions such as the World Bank and IMF. In this respect, the Europe 2020 agenda, endorsed by the 27 Heads of State at the June 2010 European Council, with its aim of achieving smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, offers a new possibility for EU candidate countries to adapt their policies towards a more progressive and inclusive social model. However, there are many challenges facing the EU candidate countries in moving towards EU 2020 goals and targets.

2 THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF THE EUROPE 2020 STRATEGY: OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

Although the overall architecture of the strategy encompasses a combination of macroeconomic, fiscal, as well as environmental goals and targets, here we focus only on the social dimension. The operationalization of the priority of inclusive growth is meant to be achieved through:

a) Five reinforcing EU-wide headline targets, three of which are primarily focused on inclusive growth: raising to 75% the employment rate for women and men aged 20-64; improving education levels, in particular by aiming to reduce school drop-out rates to less than 10%, and by increasing the share of 30-34 years old having completed tertiary or equivalent education to at least 40%; and promoting social inclusion, in particular through the reduction of poverty, by aiming to lift at least 20 million people out of poverty and exclusion. The anti-poverty target is based on a combination of three indicators: the number of people at risk of poverty (whose total income is below 60% of the median national equivalised household income), the number of people suffering severe material deprivation (the number of people living in households who can not afford at least 4 items out of a list of 9), and the number of people aged 0-59 who live in jobless households;

b) Seven flagship initiatives, including three primarily focused on inclusive growth: “Youth on the move”, “An Agenda for new skills and jobs” and “A European Platform against poverty”; and

c) Ten Integrated Guidelines, the last four of which focus on inclusive growth: Increasing labour market participation of women and men, reducing structural unemployment and promoting job quality; Developing a skilled workforce responding to labour market needs and promoting long-life learning; Improving the quality and performance of education and training systems at all levels and increasing participation in tertiary or equivalent education; and Promoting social inclusion and combating poverty.4


Far from ideal, this strategy, as suggested by other authors, offers an opportunity to balance the economic, ecological, employment and social objectives of the EU. It has also been described as a possible means of addressing negative welfare and labour market incentives and the consequent low growth potential of certain member states. Others have also commented that the strategy can contribute to a structured and coordinated response to current problems, such as the economic and financial crisis, climate change problems, and so on, adapting social welfare to meet new risks. According to the Regional Cooperation Council for South East Europe, the Europe 2020 strategy also offers candidate countries strong potential to anchor reforms and facilitate EU accession; commitment to common goals; improved systems of monitoring, peer reviews, benchmarking, and collecting indicators as well as widening the space for partial, functional and sectoral integration of candidate countries into EU structures prior to accession.

At the same time, other scholars and, particularly, activists in the social policy field, have been more sceptical. According to the European Trade Union Institute, the focus on efficiency, effectiveness, prioritization and cost containment may be a prelude to a redefinition of the European Social Model in terms of a shift from a comprehensive to a more residual kind of welfare state. Pochet questions the potential of merely exchanging best practice in attaining the poverty reduction target “without any changes in the distribution of income and the mechanisms for redistribution”. Jepsen suggests that a strategy to decrease poverty and social exclusion via employment alone is bound to fail. She advocates a reinforcement of social protection systems as a way of achieving the poverty target. Others have also commented “the social dimension that was ‘social cohesion’ has been reduced to ‘poverty reduction’, (and) narrowed down into what is typical of a (neo) liberal view of the welfare state”.

Clearly, the strategy can be viewed both in terms of an opportunity and as a threat, with uncertainties in terms of whether national and supranational governance mechanisms can find the resources and the means to maximise its positive potential. Although EU candidate countries are not formally obliged to adhere to the strategy, they are strongly encouraged to do so and, inevitably, adhering to the soft acquis will necessitate a convergence with key targets and involvement in key initiatives. In this context EU candidate countries may face specific challenges due to their high rates of
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unemployment, poverty and social exclusion. As Nolan and Whelan\textsuperscript{13} point out, the addition of the severe material deprivation criterion produces much sharper variation between countries than was the case with the relative income poverty indicator alone. The significant gap between the higher rates of material deprivation in most of the new member states and candidate countries compared to the old member states is now more clearly visible in a key target indicator.

In many ways, the true impact of the Europe 2020 strategy will depend as much on the balance of power within the European Union in the coming years as on the technical aspects of the strategy. The composition of the European Council and the Parliament, as well as the relative weight of different Directorates-General within the Commission, will determine whether more economistic and employment-oriented approaches to development dominate or, whether, there will be a more holistic concern with the social dimension. Whilst, at first glance, the Europe 2020 strategy appears more ‘social’ than the previous Lisbon strategy, at least as revised in 2005, this is also rather debatable. Indeed, by raising the social dimension up the agenda, without any significant changes in the mechanisms through which social policy will be addressed, namely the familiar instruments of the Open Method of Co-ordination, some of this may be lost.\textsuperscript{14} Indeed, the first wave of member state national reform strategy reports has tended to be rather limited regarding the issue of social inclusion, reflecting the current emphasis within the EU on austerity.

3 EUROPE 2020 AND THE JIM PROCESS

The linkage between the Europe 2020 strategy and the Joint Inclusion Memorandum on Social Inclusion (known as the JIM) for candidate countries is far from clear. The JIM is meant to prepare Candidate Countries for full participation in the OMC on social inclusion when they join the EU. It is a joint Commission/CC Government document, which sets out key challenges in relation to tackling poverty and social exclusion, presenting a set of agreed policies and measures in order to begin translating EU objectives into national priorities. The first JIMs were introduced for those countries which joined the EU in 2004 and 2007 and were widely criticised for being hurried, vague and ineffective, and largely top-down in terms of the lack of wide stakeholder consultation.\textsuperscript{15}

Macedonia is still in the preparatory phase before work on the JIM starts. Croatia began work on the JIM in 2005, with the document signed by the Croatian Government and the European Commission on 5 March 2007. For the European Commission, Croatia’s JIM represented a significant opportunity to make a more serious effort. This was, of course, helped by the certain knowledge that the time from the launch of the process, through the signing of the JIM, to Croatia’s eventual accession, now scheduled for July 2013, was going to be several years, allowing for significant monitoring and follows up actions. Fortuitously, the Government of Croatia placed


responsibility for social welfare within a new Ministry of Health and Social Welfare, with the division of social welfare led by a state secretary from a coalition partner the Croatian Social Liberal Party (HSLS), who was keen to show leadership in the JIM process, so that the European Commission DG Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, as it then was, found a willing and competent counterpart. The state secretary established a small team of independent experts who tended to be more progressive in their analysis and policy recommendations, and whose work was facilitated by a dedicated team of civil servants. Following a long and intensive consultation process, including different Ministries and Government agencies, NGOs, social partners as well as some representatives of regional and local governments, the JIM was signed on 5 March 2007, and has been followed by a number of Implementation Plans and Reports which have, in turn, been extensively evaluated and commented on by the Commission. In parallel, the JAP process focusing on employment according to the EU guidelines was also launched and the Joint Assessment Paper of the Employment Policy Priorities in the Republic of Croatia was signed in May 2008. Following commitments taken inside the JIM and JAP as well as other formal obligations, Chapter 19 of the *acquis communautaire*, relating to Social Policy and Employment, was provisionally closed on 21 December 2009.

Stubbs and Zrinščak\(^\text{16}\) have argued that the JIM allowed for an articulation of a clear social policy agenda in Croatia. In addition, it was the first time that issues of social exclusion were subject to real open consultation with stakeholders’ views incorporated into the document and its evaluations. The JIM has also contributed to a process; albeit rather slow and uneven, through which Croatian social statistics have become more harmonized with EU practice, with the first results from the EU-SILC household survey due to be published at the end of 2011. It has also stimulated research on a range of social issues such as youth unemployment, vulnerability and the transition from school to work, and indebtedness. It has strengthened the hand of those advocating on a number of 'core' social policy and employment themes, as well as on deinstitutionalisation or the reduction of numbers in inappropriate institutional care, decentralization, the promotion of life-long learning, and the introduction of a social pension for older people without any income. Still, there is an overemphasis on 'process' at the expense of 'content' regarding EU social policy influence, and many commitments, including the 'social pension', have been postponed in the context of the economic and financial crisis. Crucially, just as there was little linkage between the JIM and the Lisbon strategy, later documents have not referred, extensively, to Europe 2020. The latest JIM Implementation Report makes only very vague and general reference to the strategy suggesting that, although it was developed in November 2010, and has been presented at a number of conferences and events in Croatia, it is not yet perceived as important in the setting of targets in Croatia. In the end, the real problem is that the JIM process has been more ‘technical’ than ‘political’ with little incentive to raise issues of social policy and responding to social exclusion up the political agenda. Indeed, JIM commitments, implementation and reporting on issues which are not the direct responsibility of the Department of Social Welfare, remain rather weak. In particular, commitments in the areas of education and health have tended to be rather general, relating to a broad reform agenda, rather than referring to the importance of policies to improve access to education and health for vulnerable and disadvantaged groups.

4 The Social Dimension of Europe 2020 in Candidate Countries: An Empirical Analysis

Comparative trends in Croatia and Macedonia with EU averages suggest that they will face serious challenges in achieving the employment, education and poverty targets. In particular, Macedonia still has difficulties reaching the employment target, as there is an extremely low level of employment among women (37.5%). Croatia, whilst in a better position, still faces considerable difficulty in coming close to the target in terms of employment. At the same time, Croatia is one of the laggard countries in terms of economic growth after the crisis, with year on year, in the first quarter of 2011, the Croatian economy still shrinking, now by -0.9%. This suggests that the long-term negative structural conditions, both in terms of unemployment and in terms of poverty and social exclusion, will remain for some time, making the Europe 2020 targets even harder to reach. In addition, Macedonia will have greater challenges reducing the number of poor people (31.1%) to contribute towards the EU overall target of poverty. Both candidate countries seem to be in difficulty in relation to the increase of tertiary education enrolment, needing to double their existing levels of enrolment.

Table 1: Europe 2020 Indicators – Comparative Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>EU27</th>
<th>EU2020 target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment rate (20-64)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>75.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early school leavers (18-24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>&lt;10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary education attainment (30-34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At risk of poverty and social exclusion</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>20 million people out of poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons living in households with very low work intensity</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persons at risk of poverty after social transfers</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>31.1*</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severely materially deprived persons</td>
<td>n. a.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat.17

*Poverty is calculated according to the relative method, as percentage of persons whose expenditures are below the level of 70% of the median equivalent expenditure.

Comparative analysis according to each of the indicators in the candidate countries shows that there are significant structural differences in relation to conditions in terms of employment, education and poverty (and social
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exclusion). On the employment front, the comparison between Croatia and Macedonia shows great disparity. While the overall employment trend in the five-year period from 2005 till 2010 shows a constant rise in the case of Macedonia (from 43.9% in 2005 to 48.1% in 2010), the Croatian positive employment trend stopped in 2009 and decreased further in 2010, mainly as an effect of the global economic crisis. Despite this, the Croatian overall employment rate is higher than that in Macedonia by some 10%, and in the case of female employment higher by 15%. This puts Croatia much closer to the labour market conditions in some of the newer EU member states, such as Malta and Hungary (59.9% and 60.4% respectively). Still, both of the candidate countries are far behind the EU target of 75%, necessitating the need for greater labour market and social protection incentives to improve these conditions.

Table 2: Employment rate, (aged 20-64) Croatia and Macedonia, 2006-2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
<th>Croatia</th>
<th>Macedonia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>43.9</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>37.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Eurostat.18

Europe 2020 headline targets in the field of education seem more achievable in the candidate countries compared to other targets. Notwithstanding the problem of reliability and comparability of data identified by Eurostat, analysis of the trends regarding school dropouts and tertiary education attainment show a continual tendency of improvement in the case of Macedonia. A number of governmental programmes, such as increasing the number of Roma children in pre-school educational facilities, conditional cash transfers, and also the introduction of obligatory secondary education may have contributed towards a significant decrease in the number of school drop-outs. In Croatia, the school dropout target of less than 10% seems already achieved (3.9%), although Eurostat warns of data problems here, while Macedonia still lags behind with a rate of 15.0%. If the positive trend of reducing school drop-out continues at the same rate in the following period, then we can expect that Macedonia can achieve the EU target of less than 10% of early school leavers by 2015.

The situation regarding tertiary education attainment in the analyzed EU candidate countries seems more problematic. Namely, with a rate of 22.6% of 30 to 34 year olds who attended higher education Croatia needs to almost double the rate to reach the EU target. As the target is only 9 years away, so that the relevant cohort is already 21 to 25 years old, this will be particularly hard to achieve. However, the data trends indicate that the rate of higher education amongst females is significantly higher than amongst males and that, whilst both rates have been growing between 2008 and 2010, the rate of increase amongst females has been higher. It would need, still, an increase of around 2bps per year to reach the Europe 2020 target of 40% overall. In the case of Macedonia, the condition is even more difficult as the country needs to almost triple the current rate in order to achieve the EU

2020 target. Currently, the transition rate in Macedonia from secondary to tertiary education is 95%. The number of students who enrol at the University level is high due to many factors, such as: lack of employment possibilities, particularly for those with lower educational background, an increase in the number of private universities, as well as the dispersion of public universities throughout the country. However, the rate of completion of tertiary education has not increased alongside an increase of the number of students. This implies a low probability in Macedonia of achieving the EU 40% target by 2020.

| TABLE 3: EARLY SCHOOL LEAVERS (AGED 18-24), CROATIA AND MACEDONIA, 2006-2010 |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia |
| Total    | 4.7u      | 22.8     | 3.9u      | 19.9     | 3.7u      | 19.6     | 3.9u      | 16.2     | 3.9u      | 15.5u     |
| Male     | 5.3u      | 19.9     | 5.1u      | 17.9     | 4.1u      | 17.6     | 4.2u      | 14.1     | 4.0u      | 13.7u     |
| Female   | 4.1u      | 25.9     | 2.6u      | 22       | 3.3u      | 21.7     | 3.7u      | 18.5     | 2.8u      | 17.5u     |

* u – unreliable data. Source: Eurostat. 19

| TABLE 4: TERTIARY EDUCATION ATTAINMENT (30-34), CROATIA AND MACEDONIA, 2006-2010 |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia | Croatia | Macedonia |
| Total    | 16.7      | 11.6     | 16.7u     | 12.2     | 16.5u     | 12.4     | 20.5u     | 14.3     | 12.6u     | 17.1u     |
| Male     | 14.2      | 10.5u    | 12.6u     | 10.8u    | 15.8u     | 11.5u    | 15.7u     | 11.8u    | 19.0u     | 16.2u     |
| Female   | 19.1u     | 12.8u    | 21.1u     | 13.6u    | 26.4u     | 21.4u    | 13.1u     | 16.8u    | 26.4u     | 18u       |

* u – unreliable data. Source: Eurostat. 20

The candidate countries will face most challenges in relation to achieving the EU target of reducing poverty and social exclusion. Eurostat data in relation to any of three indicators in this field are only available for Croatia, and only for the indicator of at risk of poverty, with other indicators likely to be available when the results of the first EU-SILC survey are known. Analysis shows that the Croatian at risk of poverty rate in 2009 was 17.9%, which is close to the poverty rates in some other EU member states such as Portugal (17.9%), the UK (17.2%), and Poland (17.1%). On average, the Croatian at risk of poverty rate is above, but close to the EU 27 poverty rate, which in 2009 stood at 16.3%.

| TABLE 5: AT RISK OF POVERTY RATE AFTER SOCIAL TRANSFERS IN CROATIA, 2005-2009 |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| At risk of poverty rate*        | 2005    | 2006    | 2007    | 2008    | 2009    |
|                                 | 18      | 17      | 18      | 17.3     | 17.9     |

Source: Eurostat. 21

Macedonia however faces a very different and much more difficult situation in relation to poverty, resulting from many factors, among which the most prominent are: persistently high unemployment rates since the country’s independence (and even before that), as well as a high percentage of undeclared work (in the subsistence and grey economy). Poverty in Macedonia is calculated according to expenditure (and not income as in the EU), thus those being considered as poor are defined as persons whose expenditures are below the level of 70% (not 60%) of the median equivalent expenditure. According to this measurement, poverty in Macedonia amounts to 31.1% in 2009, a rate that is somewhat close to the poverty rate in Turkey (latest EUROSTAT data shows Turkey’s poverty rate of 26.5%). Unofficial measurements of poverty in Macedonia according to the 60% of the median income definition show a lower poverty rate, although it is still high at 27.5% in 2009.22

**Table 6: Data Trends in Relation to Poverty and Material Deprivation in Macedonia, 2005-2009**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At risk of poverty rate*</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severely materially deprived persons**</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobless households</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-17</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-59</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: State Statistical Office and LFS.

*Poverty is calculated according to the relative method, as percentage of persons whose expenditures are below the level of 70% of the median equivalent expenditure.

** Source is the Household Budget Survey. The indicator is based on the persons that could not afford at least 4 out of 8 deprivation items, instead at least 4 out of 9, because the item - cannot face unexpected expenses, is not available.

The material deprivation indicator gives a wider scope and in the case of Macedonia increases the already high poverty rate. Thus, according to official statistics, the rate of material deprivation in 2009 was 41%, and this rate is probably higher, as within it are not included people who cannot face unexpected expenses (due to lack of such measurements). A 10 bps increase in the poverty rate has both fiscal and strategic policy implications. When the country begins to use this indicator, then it will be pressed to refocus its current social protection scheme from a sole focus on those most marginalized to a broader focus to include the following groups: those employed with below than average incomes; those employed but lacking access to essential goods and services, and so on. This indicator will also indirectly necessitate changes to the Household Budget Survey prior to the introduction of EU-SILC, so that questions regarding difficulties in paying for unexpected events are included.

Macedonia’s official statistics currently does not provide an indicator regarding those in jobless households according to the Europe 2020 definition. According to LFS data (from 2009), the ratio of those in jobless households (calculated as the share of persons, by age group, who are living in households where no one works) among those 0 to 17 years of age is 19.2%, while joblessness among 18 to 59 year olds is 16.1%. The new
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Europe 2020 indicator will include the higher figure for those aged 0 to 17, thus giving Macedonia a higher overall rate.

The lack of comparable data implies that the statistical measurements and methodologies in the candidate countries are still in need of harmonization with EU standards. In particular, there is a need for data on low work intensity households and on severe material deprivation before Croatia could set a poverty reduction target in line with the Europe 2020 agenda. The 2009 Labour Force Survey data shows 11.2% of 18-59 year olds living in jobless households. The 2009 European Quality of Life Survey (EQLS) looks at deprivation in terms of lacking one out of six items and, therefore, cannot be seen as a comparator to severe material deprivation. In the survey, the Croatian sample showed 63% of households lacking at least one of the items, a rate more comparable to the NMS 12 than the other candidate countries, which had rates of 83% (Turkey) and 85% (Macedonia) respectively. This was also the case in terms of deprivation rates by income quartile with Croatia showing a rate of 0.7, 1.7, and 3.0 aspects of deprivation for the highest, medium and lowest income quartiles respectively. In comparison, in Bulgaria the lowest quartile lacked, on average, 4.4 items, Macedonia 4.0, Turkey 4.6, and the EU-27 only 2.1.

This suggests that Croatia’s rate of severe material deprivation could be close to the EU-27 rate of 8.1% or a little higher. It should be borne in mind that, according to the arbitrary $5 a day poverty line used in the region by the World Bank, only 2% of the Croatian population is in poverty, compared to 37% in Macedonia. There is also a need for a composite indicator based on poverty risk, material deprivation, and low work intensity households. This would, in all likelihood, show poverty and social exclusion to be significantly higher in certain parts of Croatia and amongst certain groups, including Roma and Serbs in war-affected areas.

5 Conclusions

The comparative analysis between the EU candidate countries of Croatia and Macedonia shows some general commonalities, and much more diversity in terms of trends in employment, education and living standards. The commonality which is identified concerns the statistical measurements and lack of use of harmonized statistical methodologies characteristic of the EU countries. This limits the ability of the analyzed candidate countries to make use of relevant and timely identification of targets and respective policy proposals and solutions. On the other hand the analyzed countries show greater diversity with each other in relation to achievements in the field of employment, education and social inclusion. While Croatia is much closer to the respective trends in the newer EU member states (and in some cases to Southern European countries), Macedonia greatly diverges in all analyzed fields from the EU27 member states. These trends also portray the position of these countries vis-à-vis EU, with Croatia expecting to join the EU in 2013.

while Macedonia still has not opened any negotiation chapters. However, the purpose of this article goes beyond illustration of data trends in the candidate countries, and strives to also identify the main opportunities and challenges that the Europe 2020 strategy poses for the candidate countries.

In this respect, the adoption of the headline targets and indicators provides an incentive for candidate countries to update and amend their previously adopted National Strategies as well as Action Plans in the field of poverty and social exclusion as well as a clear reference point for updating the commitments made in their Joint Inclusion Memoranda. The framework provides Governments with the possibility of developing quantifiable goals in relation to measuring poverty and social exclusion. The tradition of identifying quantifiable goals as part of the national strategic documents is a recent phenomenon in the EU candidate countries, and has been introduced mainly as a result of the need to align national targets for the purposes of EU accession. The EU 2020 framework also presents a significant challenge in relation to obtaining and monitoring comparable indicators as well as translating strategic targets into concrete action plans.

From the point of statistical measurement, the targets and indicators provide the candidate countries with a greater possibility to move statistical assessments from consumption to income, from different national thresholds (i.e. on poverty) to more harmonized EU thresholds, as well as towards use of new statistical methods (ISCED) which can become a national standard. However, it is also important to emphasize that in order to acquire a proper picture of the socio-economic profile of the country it is important to disaggregate and complement the new indicators with other data, which can give more details in relation to country specifics, such as: significant undeclared work, employment rates among different ethnic groups, poverty among less represented groups such as the homeless, and so on. At this point it is also not clear how the previous push toward incorporation of the Laeken indicators within national social statistics will be reflected within the new agenda.

Aside from their use within soft legislation, the implementation and achievement of the Europe 2020 targets and indicators in practice will create new challenges. Perhaps the greatest test of the impact of the Europe 2020 strategy in terms of social inclusion will be whether there is more of a social dimension to the governments’ national reform strategy and practice than there was during the time of the Lisbon strategy. In addition, the framework will necessitate explicit policy reconfigurations as well as the creation of fiscal space. The need to redefine national strategies for combating poverty and social exclusion, as well as consequent actions plans and JIMs both in relation to statistical measurement and targets will imply:

a) Widening of the official indicators for measuring poverty and social exclusion (with a focus on non-material indicators), which will most probably result in higher poverty rates in the candidate countries;

b) Widening the focus of social policies and measures towards target groups, so as to provide forms of social protection for all those assessed as poor and socially excluded;

c) A more visible integration of social policies with other public policies, such as employment, education, housing, and so on, to overcome the current lack of horizontal coordination of policies for social inclusion.

These challenges will result in financial and strategic redefinitions, which if not promptly tackled, may further diverge the candidate countries from EU
trends in the fields of employment, education and social inclusion. Hence, giving significant attention to the social dimensions of the Europe 2020 agenda in the broader development agendas of the candidate countries, which will require both political will and the creation of fiscal space, will have benefits beneficial both for national welfare states, and also for their swifter approximation to existing EU member states.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AND PUBLIC POLICY OF MARGINALIZATION: ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENT, MULTILEVEL PLANNING AND DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES IN SLOVENIA AND CANADA

Mitja DURNIK¹

Are alternative development models relevant in the context of revitalization of disadvantaged communities without the visible role of the state in building development strategies? In some reasonable conditions, the state has to carry out specific tasks which would guarantee marginalized communities to become a relevant partner in creating and establishing participatory development approaches. In many developed countries the inclusion schema is usually established but power relations are not reconstructed properly in a sense of a more fair cooperation between the state and disadvantaged communities. The main goal of the present paper is to problematise development policies according to marginalized communities in Slovenia and Canada and to show which development principles from Canadian socio-economic praxis are revenant for Slovenian reality.

1 PROLOGUE

We are aware that simple causal model of alternative development is too rigid when trying to picture a complex reality of development strategies. Contemporary approaches to development in marginalized communities are multidisciplinary in their nature and planned as multilevel strategies of development. Regarding theoretical approaches, scholars adapt theories, for example, from international political economy to theories of micro business to explain various themes concerning development in disadvantaged communities. Due to this reason we will use the original Sundaram's²
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approach of multilevel planning and adapt it to development reality in Slovenia and Canada. The main issue concerning multilevel planning is to show different possible approaches regarding alternative development: top-down planning, planning from below and planning from within. For Sundaram, the issue of decentralization is of fundamental importance in relation to multilevel planning.

Our focus is to warn that problem of poverty is of acute nature also in developed countries as they are Slovenia and Canada. The latter has far more developed social economy approaches which will be an important issue in this paper. Two marginalized groups are included in comparison: Aboriginal peoples of Canada and Roma community in Slovenia. Even they do not share a lot of common characteristics, the problem of continuing marginalization is evident in both cases.

We will try to explain and investigate the marginalization phenomenon and possible solutions in two ways: through a political economy approach and public policy analysis. More concretely, we are interested how policy changes and participation of individuals (living in disadvantaged communities) in development policies create development opportunities for them. What is more, research interest is also given to the role of the state in development policies and what is probably missing in defining its role in preventing marginalization.

Finally, two different development approaches are included in comparison: Community Economic Development approach widely used in Canada and the Government of Slovenia’s National Program of Measures concerning Roma Communities within the Period 2010-2015 as a core strategy for future development of Roma in Slovenia. In fact, the first one is the alternative model of economic development in communities (often called the initiative) which is partially independent from the state. The second example is a governmental strategy designed as top-down model of development.

2 Multilevel planning: beyond the “two way” development

Conventional distinction which assumes and determines the role of the state in planning activities presupposes top-down⁴ and bottom up⁵ approaches as the most reliable. In some sense, this linear mode of thinking is maybe too simplistic for understanding a chaotic reality in the process of development activities. Sundaram⁶ besides the conventional view offers a third possibility which he calls a “development from within” saying that this is a model of development with a “capillary effect”⁷. The difference relating to “development from bellow” is that the latter is controlled by the government. When scholars are talking about a development from “within”, then, decentralization as a process is becoming a more real category⁸ integrating

---

⁴ Ibid.
⁵ Top-down approach is understood as planning activities led by the actual government.
⁶ See K.V. Sundaram, Decentralized Multilevel Planning: Principles and Practice (Asian and African Experiences) (New Delhi: Ashok Kumar Mittal, 1997), 22. With bottom-up approach we assume participation activities in disadvantaged communities which are partially established without a stronger role of the state. In some sense, state’s role is in visible coordination of planning activities. Sundaram presupposes a similar concept called “development from bellow” assuming that is controlled by the actual government with some level of public participation.
⁷ Ibid.
⁸ Ibid., 133.
⁹ Ibid.
“the local initiatives into larger planning development efforts of the government.” As Sundaram points out, development from within is the most suitable approach for local and regional communities in terms of development planning. In some sense, communities at these two levels, then, try to find some sort of policy and economic convergences. For Bennet, thinking about policy convergence on levels of policy goals, policy outcomes, policy content, policy goals or policy style is too deterministic and mechanical. His idea is the image of a central point to which through time different policy parameters come together. On the other hand, convergence in terms of community economic development addresses the question of domestic demand, need and the use of resources. Furthermore and above domesticity, but still largely oriented to domestic production, some production of goods may be use to satisfy external demands.

The important question is if they are some crucial differences between planning in different countries, for example, between western capitalist formations and underdeveloped economies in Third-World countries. In our view, it is more important parameter than studying the difference between countries themselves to give attention to local disadvantaged communities and, then, to assess an impact of macro (state) environment to marginal position of those communities. It is of course important if a particular state belongs to the “world class” of the best economies, but on the other hand, examples from Canada concerning Aboriginal communities and Roma peoples in Europe warn us that the “Third-World” communities exist at the heart of the most developed entities.

As Sundaram explains, multilevel planning “involves sharing of planning and policy functions at different sub-national levels and devising mechanisms and procedures for effecting flows of information for planning and interaction between and among the sub-national levels”. Regarding Sundaram’s view, they are some important advantages concerning the approach. This system combines planning and development functions in a more comprehensive approach that may understand numerous actors at different spatial levels. Furthermore, multilevel planning assures that the local use of resources is more efficient and, at the same time, the specific attention is given to higher productivity of economic sectors going in hands with sustainability principles. Additionally, it guarantees that it satisfies criteria of cost-effective approach in relation to information access. As several other common approaches, multilevel planning tries to overcome in some areas fundamental disparities between the regions or communities. Finally, this approach is based largely on peoples’ participation in development planning and development process itself establishing a representative body at each spatial level.

They are five essential principles of modus operandi concerning the concept of multilevel planning: The first principle, principle of function-sharing presupposes the division of development activities specifying the most suitable for each level of operation and clear identification of planning functions. Although development processes are at various levels strongly

---

9 Ibid., 134.
10 Ibid.
14 Ibid., 54–55.
15 Ibid., 55–59.
interconnected the distinction between functions and activities is crucial due to the “visibility” of the whole multilevel planning. The principle of financial decentralization addresses requirements for changing the nature of traditional procedures of delivering financial resources from department and agencies (vertical line) to horizontal levels in particular country - for example, the inter-regional allocation of financial resources. In the context of financial decentralization, at the same time, the principle of administrative decentralization has to be carried out. In this sense, “deconcentration” of powers is seen as a delegation of powers to decentralized levels. The fourth principle, principle of public participation, presupposes the involvement of the members of disadvantaged communities in creating development activities. As we will see later in this paper, conflict often appears when expert knowledge is confronted to the local knowledge system. The iteration principle (the relay vs. re-relay process) addresses the importance of system equilibrium. More specifically, the information flow guarantees, through repetitive “behaviour”, more and more stable system at various levels. In fact, the information flow is consisted of two parameters: top-down flows shape information as policies, priorities, targets, budgetary or technical information; on the other hand, bottom-up flows include information about local priorities, targets, needs and preferences. Lastly, integrated planning at different spatial levels (principle of nesting and integration of plans) is of central importance, and in majority of cases, also complex in its nature due to the multilevel coordination.

In the context of multilevel planning, it is necessary to determine how many levels of operational activities are needed to introduce into planning activities. The important aim is to overcome traditional hierarchy, for example, to speed up the process of information flows, cooperation between planning bodies and levels of government etc. On the other hand, if the structure of planning is too flat, then, would “make functional allocations ‘concentrated and heavy’ at both ends with too short a line of command and operationally not quite ideal, particularly if the country is large in size”. Decentralization of the whole process of planning presupposes the “move” of some functions to the lower spatial levels. The latter is important in a sense that the “appropriate” level of decision making and coordination is determined. For example, as Sundaram expresses, often is it is a local level seen as the most problematic in development activities. For example, a shortage of experts and skills is of acute shortcoming in Asia and Pacific region.

Sundaram concerning multilevel planning distinguishes between three types of mechanisms: planning and decision-making mechanism, coordination mechanism and participatory mechanism, all on the local, regional and national level.
As Sundaram explicitly points out, in ideal situation organizations working on multilevel planning have experts on all levels mentioned in table 1. In reality, in developing countries, it is possible to find experts solely at one or two levels on the top of the whole operational structure. Due to the reason that lower levels often do not have adequate personnel to carry out effective training or any other operation activities experts at upper levels will assure additional assistance. Setting-up coordination mechanisms is of fundamental nature in the context of introducing an integrated plan. For this reason, inter-ministerial, inter-sectoral and inter-disciplinary committees have to be established at all levels of decision-making and operation. Participatory mechanisms as a combination of elected leaders and interest groups, self-management and user groups etc. create what is often called an operation of »polycentric« institutions. Regarding the term polycentric, McGinnis states that, in this sense, it is not so important question how many authorities are in operation (multiple jurisdictions) but how many opportunities are created for the public accessing the public goods. In this context, we may agree with a thesis that contemporary trends in public-private partnership have to be based on the notion that public investment dominates over private counterpart. Private sector remains important offering technical expertise, management and organizational experience and its capital for delivering public goods.

---

21 Ibid., 61.
22 Ibid., 62.
In the context of planning, in some sense, we may agree with Horvat who states that "a dilemma was - and is - talked about: plan or market. But that is a false dilemma. The market is only one - and until now the most efficient - of the planning mechanisms and the plan is the precondition for the proper functioning of the market." Horvat model of self-management also presupposes a decentralization principle, more specifically, at one point speaks about the "maximum decentralization". In practice, as he advocates, decision-making would presumably be given to lower levels, decision left to top levels are planned only in situations where interests of individuals and those of groups would be a subject of potential damage caused by other groups or individuals. The importance of centrality lies, then, for Horvat, at the heart of federation in a sense that some sort of short- and long-term economic equilibrium is trying to achieve. In his way of thinking also the term federation is not equalized with federal government but he largely tended to put the state out of economic regulation.

Table 2: Horvat's Institutional "Multilevel" Model of Planning and Self-Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Operation</th>
<th>Institutions and Bodies</th>
<th>Goals/Tasks/Responsibilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of subsystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aggregate functioning of the whole system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Equalizing conditions of economic activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short-term equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Social plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic ministers</td>
<td>Accomplishing economic policy measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Bank</td>
<td>Regulation of the of the system of commercial banks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Accounting Service</td>
<td>Working as inspector; important source of information about monetary flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office for Agricultural Raw Materials (intervention fund I)</td>
<td>Balancing fluctuations in the supply of agricultural products by reserves; protection of minimum prices for agricultural products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office for Industrial Raw Materials (intervention fund II)</td>
<td>Similar tasks as the previous one; additionally, balancing fluctuations of prices and supply conditions on the world market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Funds for Exports (intervention fund III)</td>
<td>Supporting the export in various ways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arbitration Board of Incomes and Prices</td>
<td>Elimination of possible violations by monopolies equalizing the conditions of economic activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interventionary Investment Fund</td>
<td>Financing projects that demand a huge concentration of capital and/or long period of construction; correcting imbalances in capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fund for the Insufficiently Developed Regions</td>
<td>Development of the underdeveloped regions; largely social function besides the economic one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Economic Planning</td>
<td>&quot;Ex-ante&quot; coordination of economic decisions; primarily informational function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bureau of Statistics Planning Bureau</td>
<td>Information about the past</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Council of Economic Advisers</td>
<td>Information about the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bureau for Programming Scientific Research (together with the Corresponding Fund)</td>
<td>Important role in introducing academia into the formation of economic policy measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperative chairs</td>
<td>Types of research useful for the country itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business associations</td>
<td>Filling the gap between the market and the federal political centre; advocacy of the more lasting structuring of the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chambers of Commerce</td>
<td>Filling the gap between the market and the federal political centre; usual integrative functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Industries&quot;</td>
<td>Harmonizing the interests of industries and influence economic policy as a representative of the economy in consultations with the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Business association; Integration of certain functions for the preservation of the individuality of enterprises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26 Ibid., 383.
27 Ibid., 375.
28 Ibid., 376.
Having in mind Slovenian and Canadian case study, at this point, it is necessary to carry out distinctions among the planning models we are dealing with: firstly, Horvat’s self-management approach that has just been mentioned picturing political and economic development of the Slovenian economy as a part of larger Yugoslav system before 1989; secondly, current development strategies accepted by Slovenian state institutions with a specific attention to the National Program of Measures concerning Roma Communities within the Period 2010-2015; thirdly, alternative development strategies in Canada focusing on the Community Economic Development approach (CED in advance). All the mentioned development approaches are important in a sense of explaining differences in planning activities pointing out an inclusion of various levels of the state authority and their role in revitalizing disadvantaged communities in Slovenia and Canada.

Even numerous scholars oppose possibly different “internal” dynamics of small disadvantaged economies, it is necessary to reconsider the notion if solely development solutions in the context of capitalist mode of production would be appropriate in contemporary development strategies. What is

3 Parameters of Multilevel Planning: Levels of Decision-Making, Development Concepts and Modes of Planning

Having in mind Slovenian and Canadian case study, at this point, it is necessary to carry out distinctions among the planning models we are dealing with: firstly, Horvat’s self-management approach that has just been mentioned picturing political and economic development of the Slovenian economy as a part of larger Yugoslav system before 1989; secondly, current development strategies accepted by Slovenian state institutions with a specific attention to the National Program of Measures concerning Roma Communities within the Period 2010-2015; thirdly, alternative development strategies in Canada focusing on the Community Economic Development approach (CED in advance). All the mentioned development approaches are important in a sense of explaining differences in planning activities pointing out an inclusion of various levels of the state authority and their role in revitalizing disadvantaged communities in Slovenia and Canada.

Even numerous scholars oppose possibly different “internal” dynamics of small disadvantaged economies, it is necessary to reconsider the notion if solely development solutions in the context of capitalist mode of production would be appropriate in contemporary development strategies. What is
more, if we follow Loxley’s ideas of CED approach, it is clear that development strategies at the community level operate somewhere between “filling the gaps” of a dominant capitalist production and as possible alternatives to that mode of development. Furthermore, in fact, it is not the case of closed distinction between the different systems of production and economic systems but really how to integrate different development parameters revitalizing disadvantaged communities. This is, for example, the truth in the case of the new economy where some important gains are largely used in terms of development strategies (e.g. information technology) to improve socio-economic conditions in those communities.

They are many approaches which presuppose planning activities at numerous spatial levels of possible policy action at the same time. On the other hand, some of them are more oriented to intervene at specific levels of decision-making and activity. Furthermore, numerous efforts are given also to problems of humanization of a modern enterprise, specifically pointing out problems relating to the workforce and working process itself. For the purpose of the present paper, on the general level, and regarding to some contemporary concepts of development planning, crucial distinction would be, then, between levels of decision making and activity, development concepts and modes of planning as crucial determinants of “alternative” multilevel planning.

In any sense, the multilevel planning is designed at various levels of decision-making and possible participation. Determining different levels of planning operations in the context of boundary setting may help planners in recognizing who would be involved in, for example, in the policy process. In fact, besides the levels also a type of activity is a part of a development management. Gaventa gives an important attention in creation of policy spaces with an idea how disadvantaged communities may act as subjects of their own empowerment and, at the same time, creators of their own pace of development. Creation of policy spaces is combined with Lukes’ concept of the three faces of power and possible levels of participation. Finally, the


35 The term policy space is in Gaventa’s power cube mentioned in three different ways: as closed space where decisions are accepted behind the closed doors; as invited space where public debates are organized according to top-down principles. An invitation usually comes from national government, international organizations etc.; claimed/created space usually occurs when outside institutional arenas and are resulted in public mobilization against the powerful actors regarding to bottom-up principle. See more in John Gaventa, “Finding the Spaces for Change: A Power Analysis,” IDS Bulletin 37, 6 (2006), 23–33; see also Andrea Cornwall, “Spaces for Transformation? Reflections on Issues of Power and Difference in Participation in Development,” in Participation from Tyranny to Transformation, eds. Samuel Hickey and Giles Mohan (London: Zed Books, 2000), 75–91.

36 The concept of the three faces of power is the original one in the power phenomenon debate. First face is in fact the Dahlian view of power where an open competition between different policy actors and resources is evident. The second one, originally invented by Bachrach and Baratz, points out the importance of non-decision in the public policy process. Finally, Lukes states that the third face additionally improves the previous two concepts pointing out some behavioural characteristics in marginalized community - manipulation with actors’ interests. See more in Robert Dahl, Who Governs? Democracy and Power in an American City (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961); Peter Bachrach and Morton S. Baratz, Power and poverty: theory and practice (New York, London, Toronto: Oxford
appearing *power cube* is created describing different possible opportunities for the marginalized community to enter into the policy process.

We have seen that, for example, Horvat consciously left out of analysis the *community* level which is of fundamental importance in planning development activities in everyday life. Two similar concepts appear: community development (CD in advance) and community economic development aforementioned. There is no clear distinction between the terms due to the reason that many development principles overlap. As Loxley agrees, CD approach is somehow wider “encompasses CED but goes beyond it, embracing social and cultural well-being.” The differences between the concepts Loxley explains as follows:

“CD casts a wide net, covering social work, urban renewal, adult education and political organizing. Its emphasis is, however, firmly on process, on how things are being or should be done, rather than on what should be done. Community economic development, on the other hand, focuses primarily on economic and material improvements in the lives of community members.”

Horvat’s model of socialist enterprise may be understood as a predecessor of contemporary models of social enterprises around the world. Especially, Mondragon seems largely analogous to self-management operations as has Horvat planned them. Also at this point, a dilemma how to make a distinction between the terms *social economy* and *social enterprise* is a similar one as is in the case of the CD and CED. Defourny in this context carries out the operation of social economy in the core of the legal/institutional approach and the normative counterpart. Regarding the first one, the following three components of the social economy are widely recognized: co-operative-style enterprises, mutual-type organizations and associations. Co-operatives may be organized as agricultural, saving and credit or housing co-operatives as also several other types. What is more, co-operative movement stays strong also in contemporary economic conditions emerging as a potential organizational solution to many community problems in international context. Mutual-type organizations, as a second approach widely found, have become in many countries important in social security schemes shaping the needs of communities to have a community insurance system. Associations as a third component of the social economy, involves, for example, advocacy organizations (Greenpeace) and many others identified as non-profit organizations, voluntary organizations or non-governmental organizations.

The normative approach relating to the social economy includes the following operational principles: serving to the community more than advocating the profit; an independent management; a democratic decision-making; people and labour are more important than capital and distribution of income. Even they are numerous characteristics associated with the development of social enterprises as high degree of autonomy or a minimum amount of paid work etc., it is evident, that the most crucial question remains unanswered in an appropriate manner: Why social enterprise

---

37 The idea of power cube is originally based on widely known Rubik Cube invented by Hungarian professor of architecture Ernő Rubik. Power cube is one of many ideas how participation in disadvantaged communities can be planned and imagined as logical models of civil action.
39 Ibid.
41 Ibid., 17–18.
concept has emerged largely independent from the state, and, what is even more important, in some sense, operating on different business principles that a conventional capitalist enterprise? Of course, an answer is more complex than many scholars usually imagine. This is because of the fact that a majority of the academia stands on the position that capitalist society is definitely the ultimate model of development and as such untouchable even some important proposals and potential modifications have been done. For us, the question is not how development models planned for marginalized communities might be separated from dominant capitalist production, but on the contrary, how it is possible to build new approaches integrating new gains of the new economy and humanization of working processes at the same time.

As we have seen above, Sundaram besides the top-down and “planned from below” approaches discusses also about development from “within”. In the context of the latter, it is assumed that disadvantaged community primarily acts as initiators of their own model of development instead of seeking help from state institutions. More specifically, members in such a community operate according to self-sustaining and self-generating principles. As Sundaram points out, development from within is “localism” in action. They are many areas where this approach is relevant: sustainable agricultural development, natural resource conservation and management, forestry development and environmental protection etc. Foundational parameters regarding development from within are public participation, decentralization and empowerment, self-reliance, self-management through collective voluntary action and polycentric institutional development.

Sundaram’s approach “from within” is somehow similar to many other concepts which mainly address local development initiatives. All of them have the same problem or challenge – what is the level of independence of a local community in creating its own development and what expert’s knowledge is needed from “outside”? In reality, similar approaches are founded on combination of internal resources and support from mainstream society.

4 POLITICAL ECONOMY APPROACHES AND BACKGROUND IN SLOVENIA AND CANADA

The goal of this section is to show a potential of political economy approach that has to have in development context of disadvantaged communities. It is necessary to point out that Canada has had a strong tradition in developing and reproducing different political economy views. As Phillips shows, political economy in Canada has been the main angle studying economic questions in the last century. In this sense, Canadian political economy is largely based and interconnected with economic history which is, according to Phillips, of great importance pointing out “uniqueness of the Canadian pattern of economic development”. In the first instance, the Innisian approach to political economy was predominant advocating the operation of a discipline on staples (raw material exports) which means “the impact of

43 Ibid., 135.
44 Ibid., 135–144.
46 Ibid.
staple dependence on other political, social and economic institutions."\(^{47}\) The second approach to Canadian political economy, known as *The New Canadian Political Economy, which has been* widely recognized in the last almost four decades, is an integration of “traditional Canadian institutional approach with elements of Marxist political economy and Keynesian/Kaleckian economics."\(^{48}\) Anyhow, it is evident that both approaches, even strongly distinct in their nature, have been companions in the last decades.

Even Slovenia has had a strong tradition of political economy, in the last two decades, after the independence of a country, a discipline as such has almost disappeared, or better saying, still stands on the position at the end of 1980s. It is evident why such a break appeared. After the collapse of the Yugoslav system a radical move in economic thought was evident but, at the same time, an important part of recognizable theoretical tradition was consciously neglected due to the allegedly “communist” past.\(^{49}\) In this sense, as both Canadian approaches to political economy show, we may say that is a deficiency of approaches to dominant economic thought in Slovenia. The latter is especially true having in mind that approaches to community development (for example CED in Canada) are largely built as a response to dominant capitalist production, and even more radically defined, are becoming alternatives to it. Regarding multilevel planning for disadvantaged communities in the Slovenian context, and as we will see in the next section, stays within the limits of centralized top-down state planning, which is far from reaching contemporary international standards of development strategies.

Any multilevel planning has to be based also on macro-theoretical standpoint. In Canada, political economy and economic history approaches have been also strongly adapted to deal deeply with development problems in disadvantaged communities. One of the most important periods in Canadian-Aboriginal relations was the fur trade era. Innis in his fundamental work *The Fur Trade in Canada* shows the importance of Aboriginal technology and culture and also carries how fur trade importantly changed the nature of Indigenous economies and provoked marginalization of First Nations communities.\(^{50}\) Generally speaking, in Canadian political economy and economic history it is always a debate of existence of the “two economic worlds”. The debate around concepts as dualism, integration and uneven development largely determines the nature of political economy and economic history. Of course, this is not black and white perception of possible development, but on the contrary, largely the quest to find out how the two economic worlds might be integrated. In this sense, Thomas’ convergence theory sees the divergent structure of depended economies as one of major structural problems which have to be improved by a two-stage convergence approach. The first stage is planned as a convergence between domestic resource use and domestic demand, the second stage is then between domestic demand and domestic need. What is additionally interesting, according to Thomas, in depended economy the society is in
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\(^{47}\) Ibid.  
\(^{48}\) Ibid.  
\(^{49}\) Even this period may be seen as a temporary switch off of a discipline, economic transition of Slovenia has been a gradual one. Anyhow, shock therapy in neoliberal terms was refused and replaced with more smooth transition to a market economy. What is more, Slovenian case is recognized as one of more successful among the ex-communist countries. But what is evident in the last few years, the gains from the “gradual” period are somehow nullified due to lowering standards of workers’ rights.  
transition to socialism. Thomas approach underlines that production is firstly planned for local demands, and only partially, to meet foreign demands.51

In Slovenia, we may observe a visible trend in introducing new concepts and reconstructing the old ones concerning social economy and social entrepreneurship. More or less, those attempts are partial and isolated in their nature and do not follow the logic to offer an alternative to dominant system of production. In fact, contemporary non-governmental actors, government and other interest players do not properly understand the nature of alternative economics and its principles. At this point, it is necessary to think about bringing the discipline of political economy back to the main stage. In ideal political economy formation, state economic policies would cover and resolve also problems concerning development in marginalized communities. In fact, as Horvat52 shows, state and enterprise levels have to be part of one approach to all economic problems. This is not the case in contemporary Slovenia. A solution would be in establishing partially independent model of development for disadvantaged communities similar to what Sundaram53 defines as development from "within".

5 CASE STUDIES

In brief, we are comparing two different models of development specifically initiated to revitalize disadvantaged communities. Firstly, CED approach, generally above-mentioned, may be defines as a set of different initiatives providing for improving living conditions and socio-economic parameters concerning various marginal communities in Canada.54 Our attention is specifically given to economic development initiatives at the province of Manitoba (and Winnipeg as the capital city) because it serves besides Quebec as the focal centre in developing those concepts. The second case we deal with is Government of Slovenia’s National Program of Measures concerning Roma Communities within the Period 2010-2015 which is specifically oriented to prevent members of Roma community in Slovenia from acute poverty. The latter is typically a governmental strategy planned as a top-down model shaping numerous development parameters and goes wider that Canadian CED model. At the same time, even it is theoretically seen as a community development approach, it does not put a community at the centre of development.

5.1 Community Economic Development: The Manitoban Case

Even it is not theoretically specifically defined as a multilevel planning, the nature of Canadian federation and division of power largely presuppose that planning activities are usually an integration of different levels of governance and community initiatives. Community is the heart of CED model; all other policy players cooperate strongly to support development activities in communities.

Concerning planning activities in the context of CED approach it is necessary to carry out certain parameters which in an important manner affect the internal structure of a model. Firstly, here is an issue of limited production in smaller economies. As Lamb\textsuperscript{55} shows, community has to produce in the first instance for internal needs and demands. A surplus of production may be then exported outside the community. Convergence theory largely explains the nature of small economies showing that a divergence between “economic worlds” has to be somehow overreached. Especially, having in mind depended economic systems those have to reach a cooperation and not subjugation with the main player. Even Thomas advocates that machine-tool sector would be a solution in development of basic goods (and what also states for construction industry) due to “small-scale, labour-intensive custom production”,\textsuperscript{56} the nowadays trends show some new opportunities for disadvantaged communities to determine what kind of “production” would serve as a basis of their future development. Furthermore, the question is not, for example, if Aboriginal peoples in Canada have to participate in economic development but how development strategies are adopted for their more equalized participation. The fact is that, as many evidences, for example, from Hydro industry show they have not been treated as “equal partners” for a long time.\textsuperscript{57}

The Import domestic expenditure coefficient measures a divergence as a relation of the value of imports for domestic use ($M_u$) and domestic expenditures (E). The present formula is as follows:\textsuperscript{58}

$$\lambda = \frac{M_u}{E}$$

In case that convergence between the two economies is evident, then, a result is close to zero. Many disadvantaged communities often express a result close to one concerning import domestic expenditure coefficients.\textsuperscript{59}

In the context of development planning activities in CED model planners often use the input-output matrix to show interdependence and linkages among different parts of industries in the community or relationship and influences between various CED projects etc. The input parameters are, for example, the value of various goods purchased from different other sectors within the community, the value of imported goods summing up with the total cost of wages, rents, interest and direct taxes, and potential profits or losses.\textsuperscript{60} As output equation it is assumed that gross income of any CED project is a sum of income derived from selling the intermediate goods to other CED project and to community industry, summing up with selling the final goods to households in the community and income given from sales of final goods to other CED projects, governments and industry outside of


\textsuperscript{56}John Loxley, Aboriginal, Northern, and Community Economic Development: Papers and Retrospectives (Winnipeg: Arbeiter Ring Publishing, 2010), 112.

\textsuperscript{57}See more in Mitja Durnik, Canadian Public Policy and Poverty of Aboriginals (PhD Dissertation) (Ljubljana: Faculty of Social Sciences, 2009); Martin Thibault and Steven M. Hoffman (eds.), Power Struggles: Hydro Development and First Nations in Manitoba and Quebec (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 2008).


\textsuperscript{59}Ibid., 66.

\textsuperscript{60}John Loxley, Aboriginal, Northern, and Community Economic Development: Papers and Retrospectives (Winnipeg: Arbeiter Ring Publishing, 2010), 261.
One of the main goals of such a planning is to arrange that the small economy as a whole is stable and is prevented from external shocks.

CED approach is largely planned to be a community initiative. It is true that CED organizations operate at the community and local level, but at the same time, are subjects of government funding and support. In Canada, both provincial governments and the federal government are involved in planning and operation of community development. Of course, they have different tasks and responsibilities. Federal Community Economic Development Program was established to help First Nations communities to have an open channel to various federal programs and serves as a centralized “point” providing financial support for public services and economic development. Fernandez expresses concerns about the nature of the program which would serve to community principles which is presumably oriented largely to promote business development and employment. Furthermore, they are no clear evidences of including cultural and social issues and how community might control issues concerning various initiatives and projects. They are also other tools at the federal level to support community economic development. Western Economic Diversification Canada, a department of the Government of Canada, supports innovation, business development and community economic development initiatives establishing partnership with public and private sector. According to Fernandez, it is able to make partnerships with all levels of governments and may accept a development vision of any particular community. Its intensive contact with the CED principles is through coordination of Community Futures Development Corporations with 16 offices in Manitoba. Main goals of those development corporations are to support planning of CED initiatives in communities and establish strategies for development and their implementation. Furthermore, another involvement of federal government in CED initiatives is through bilateral support of community initiatives. Regarding to the latter, for example, in 1999 federal government and government of the province of Manitoba supported with funding initiatives in Winnipeg accepting a joint agreement between the Government of Canada and Manitoba Economic Partnership agreement. Another initiative in this context was a joint support to non-for-profit development corporation known as Community Ownership Solutions which mainly takes care of creation of quality jobs, employee empowerment, participative management, community responsibility etc. Finally, the Urban Entrepreneurs with Disabilities Programs was established and funded by Western Economic Diversification.

Besides federal government the involvement of provincial government of Manitoba in CED initiatives is even more important. As Loxley and Simpson point out, since 1999 provincial government has largely supported innovative ideas concerning the CED development. What is more, the NDP government established the Community and Economic Development
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Committee of Cabinet directly supporting CED principles. In 2001, what additionally has confirmed Manitoba government’s will to be involved in community initiatives, was accepted a CED policy framework and a CED Lens largely founded on Neche Foods workers’ co-op principles advocating that all activities are carried out on the local level. The Government of Manitoba also co-financed the Manitoba Research Alliance on CED and the New Economy supporting more than forty research projects inside the initiative. The alliance “placed great importance on hearing and recording the voices of those CED is supposed to serve and of those who played an important role in setting the foundation for CED in the province, especially those in the Aboriginal community, who are often not heard or recognized, seeing this as an important prerequisite for building a base.” As Loxley notes, provincial government policies relating to CED initiatives are based on the following development parameters: building capacity-building and building infrastructure, supporting of enterprise development and education and training. At the same time, government provides back up for sectors as the energy, eco-tourism, community forestry, culture, housing, safety, and health. In the context of capacity-building, the main fundamental policy instrument is to assure a proper funding which provincial government has ensured with the Neighbourhoods Alive! Program and Winnipeg Partnership Agreement. The first one is crucial, for example, for sponsoring the operation of community development corporations, the second one, supports the following CED initiatives - the Aboriginal Participation and the Social Economy and Community Development. Finally, the Government of Manitoba in terms of new approaches to CED (in context of sectoral support programs) has decided to offer to First Nations a possibility for ownership in hydro dams constructed by the provincial Crown Corporation Manitoba Hydro. The Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation of Nelson House has decided to enter into development agreement with Manitoba Hydro in sum of $1, 2 billion (33 percent of share) concerning the construction of the Wuskwatim hydroelectric generation project. Of course, the nature of future hydro development between Aboriginal communities, provincial hydro corporations and governments is a subject of important debate in Canada. It is not clear yet, if in the long run, if a joint ownership would be a proper solution of cooperation on the general level for Aboriginal communities. Another worry for Aboriginal peoples is what kind of compensation for destruction of traditional way of life and territories would be “the appropriate one” in the

69 Ibid. The framework express the following principles of CED: strengthening community capacity; supporting pride, self-reliance and leadership; improving knowledge and skills; developing businesses that are responsive to social, economic and environmental needs; and stimulating sustainable economic development.

68 Ibid, 28. The lens is founded to help the civil service to comprehend and implement the government’s CED strategy.

67 Aboriginal cooperative retail store in Winnipeg which operates on the mentioned principles.


72 Ibid., 28–29.
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context of CED principles. Hydro policy in an important manner shows how, for example, public policy processes are inevitably interwoven with political economy approach so important for contemporary Canada.

5.2 Government of Slovenia’s National Program of Measures concerning Roma Communities within the Period 2010–2015

The National Program of Measures concerning Roma Communities within the Period 2010-2015 is a governmental strategy with a specific focus to influence and change poor living conditions for the Roma living in Slovenia. Some of its development principles are somehow interwoven with the above-mentioned CED initiatives. Even the latter starts with economic development in communities, it is evident that share many common characteristics. In our view, the main difference is in mode of planning. According to Sundaram’s definition of modes of planning, the National program of measures is a conventional top-down strategy mainly initiated by the government; CED initiatives are mainly focused to community empowerment and share some common characteristics with the concept development from within with strong support of provincial government. The National Program of Measures is based on the following strategic goals:

- improving of living conditions in Roma settlements,
- improving of educational attainment and greater involvement in education,
- lowering the level of unemployment of the Roma community and increasing their social integration and access to the labour market,
- improving health care with an emphasis on improving health care of children and women,
- maintaining and developing the cultural, information and publishing activities and seek to maintain and develop various forms of Romany language,
- awareness of and fight against discrimination.

Regarding the improvement of living conditions in Roma settlements they are some important difficulties how to approach to a definition of a settlement, and consequently, we see common problems also when somebody would try to define the Roma community. As Zupančič points out, Roma settlements have been established largely without coherent approach usually around known «central» places where some possibilities of basic survival exist. The National Program of Measures in this sense presupposes the following measures as the operational level of the mentioned strategic goal: firstly, preparation of a comprehensive strategic framework as a basis for concrete programs and projects in Roma settlements; secondly, defining areas of Roma settlements and their revitalization in the context of the preparation of Municipal Spatial Plan. Here, collaboration between the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning, other relevant ministries and government departments, and municipalities is determined with the National Program of measures.
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In the context of improving the level of education, for example, as crucial measures have been defined also an integration of Roma assistants in the educational system and the early involvement of children in the educational system providing the conditions for inclusion in the pre-school level of education. These two measures are financed by the European Social Fund and the Budget of Republic of Slovenia. The main holders are Roma Association of Slovenia and Ministry of Education and Sport. For the purposes of the early involvement of Roma children in the educational system the second measure an open call for tender co-financing the project The Increase in Social and Cultural Capital in Areas with a Roma Population (holder: Ministry of Education and Sport) has been also assured. The another three measures in the core of this strategic goal are related to ensuring of conditions for establishing of trust in school, informing with Roma culture and abolishing of prejudices, raising the quality of educational work with Roma pupils, and establishing a network of learning support for the Roma, particularly those involved in secondary schools.

One of crucial strategic goals is also widening the possibility of new jobs for Roma community. Ministry of Labour, Family and Social Affairs as the main provider of this strategic goal is responsible for the intensive integration of the Roma in active employment policy and in ensuring equal opportunities in the labour market and strengthening social inclusion of the members of the Roma community. These tasks are jointly financed by the state budget and the European Social Fund. In the context of employment policy measures, it is necessary to take care also about potential racism and discrimination concerning employment of Roma peoples. The National Program of Measures as one of the crucial strategic goals provides specific policy measures to fight against discrimination. A kind of a latent opportunism against the employment of the Roma might be present even not clearly expressed by employers. Becker points out that discrimination is a consequence what might be named as a “taste” and “behaviour” and it would pertain to the dominant (white) public and production forces. For him, relevant determinants for racism are outside factors and as such do not influence the economic system. On the contrary to Becker, Reich points out that racism as the “internal” problem of the economic system goes hands in hands with capitalist institutions.

The strategic goal which addresses the improvement of health conditions in the Roma community presupposes the two following policy measures: strengthening and protecting the health of the Roma population (special emphasis on vulnerable groups within the Roma community - women and children) and conferences and expert’s consultations on health and support

80 Ibid., 23–24.
81 The main holders concerning this measure are The National Education Institute of the Republic of Slovenia, public institutions, Roma Association of Slovenia, research associations, Ministry of Education and Sport, Ministry of Culture, schools. Funding is ensured through the European Social Fund and national budget.
82 The main holders are The National Education Institute of the Republic of Slovenia and universities. Funding of this measure provide the European Social Fund and the Budget of Republic of Slovenia.
83 Funding is provided from European Social Fund, national budget and budgets of self-governing local communities (for example municipalities). Holders are Ministry of Education and Sport, self-governing local communities and Roma Academic Club.
85 Ibid, 30.
of Roma cross-border cooperation in dealing with health issues. The “example of the best praxis” is the adoption of the Health Promotion Strategy and Action Plan for Tackling Health Inequalities in the Pomurje Region in 2005. The strategy highlights the importance of the Roma community in addressing specific health issues by transferring responsibility to it, identifying the health needs of the Community, recognition of culturally appropriate health promotion policy and participation in programs for preventive health care among the Roma. State strategies concerning health conditions in Aboriginal communities, for example, in Canada, takes into account specific cultural aspects of Indigenous peoples. In this sense, it would be somehow reasonable to integrate some parameters of this strategic goal with the cultural aspects (also a strategic goal) of the Roma community.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

They are still many believers that “market saves everything”. We have shown that in the case of economic development in disadvantaged communities this is not the case. Besides this, internal economic development principles in these communities are often radically different than those on which national economies usually operate. What Horvat sees as an idea for the whole society the principle of social planning is needed in terms of community planning. Following Horvat, the main goal of social planning is to “produce expected consequences”. His notion is based on the concept of social ownership and economic interests instead of central planning and state ownership. Additionally, he advocates the autonomy of a firm. Even some scholars see his model of self-management as the utopian one, we agree, his vision of social planning shares many similar ideas as, for example, CED model. The general aim of all similar approaches specifically deal with development in marginalized communities is a strategy how to minimize disparities between the community members. In some sense, state development policies which produce certain anomalies are fulfilled with strong community initiatives.

A real shortcoming of the National Program of Measures concerning the Roma is the absence of community initiatives and clear definition of the term community. In spatial terms, as also Zupančič has shown, it is a tough job defining areas of Roma settlements. In our view, it is even more important that no attention has been given to the notion how to establish and protect an “internal” economy of the Roma. Here it is possible to divide concepts as top-down and development from “within”. Community initiatives are set up inside the community and then supported by the government in terms of subsidies and development programs.

In sum, both approaches we have studied are in some sense “anomalies” in terms of even development. Firstly, even the CED approach is a modern one
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it partially replaces the role of the state to be a protector of disadvantaged communities. At this point, we may agree with Horvat who points out that the main role of the state is to arrange equality among people as equality of producers, consumers and citizens. At the same time, it seems close to reality that alternative models of development will appear also in the near future. The latter then disqualifies the whole potential of the state to act in terms of equality principles. Two additional recognitions are important in Horvat socio-economic thought: firstly, according to the “natural law” people are not naturally equal; and secondly, “bourgeois” equality is seen mostly as the equality “before the law”. We may agree that this is only the first condition towards a justice society. Another fundamental issue is at stake – how to minimize huge differences in profit levels between the members of society, and consequently, socio-economic disparities?

Finally, we have to assess a potential of multilevel planning as an integrative approach. In some sense, they are several varieties of it specifically depending on the level where such a strategy is obviously needed. Both approaches we have dealt with are the multilevel ones. They are distinct more or less in terms of the “power centrality”. More specifically, who is a locator of a particular initiative: the state or community? For a particular disadvantaged community it is somehow more useful to use a term “empowerment centrality” picturing a possibility to act from a position of subjugation. Anyhow, we may conclude that the concept of multilevel planning is useful in the majority of development initiatives; its main structure has to be reconstructed and adapted to every specific situation pointing out the importance of a particular level of operation.
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